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CHAIRWOMAN SALLY TANNER:

Welcome to this hearing of the

Assembly Environmental Safety and Toxic Materials Committee.
As you know, the subject of today's hearing is Household
Hazardous Waste.

The purpose of the hearing is to provide this

committee with information about state and local government
efforts to provide community services relating to household
toxics.
With a particular eye to learning, if there are ways in
which the state can be of additional assistance to cities and
counties in their efforts to provide household toxics collection
services for the residences.
In 1985, I introduced legislation on the subject of
Household Hazardous Waste because I was impressed by the
initiative being shown in this area by many California local
governments and other groups.

I thought that, at a minimum, state

government could help by providing technical assistance, a public
information program, and uniform guidance on the operation of
collection programs for household toxics, and while AB 1809, which
was a bill I introduced, has not yet been implemented -- I
introduced it a long, long time ago
hopefully soon will be.

I believe it should be and

I continue to be impressed by the

diversity of the local government programs in this state.
Other members of my committee have also shown an
interest in the subject of Household Hazardous waste, including
Assemblywomen Killea and Wright.

And most recently Assemblywoman

Eastin with her comprehensive AB 2448 of last year which included
a grant program for state, city or counties, county efforts to
- 1 -

keep hazardous waste out of our solid waste landfill.
At today's hearing we will first hear from the
California waste Management Board and the State Department of
Health Services about their activities related to household
hazardous waste.
We have then asked representatives of several local
governments to describe their programs to us, and also to give us
their opinions on ways in which the state laws, programs or
regulations have hampered or might better assist their effort.
I intend for this to be a practical hearing about the
difficulties encountered with this program because I know that
cities and counties throughout the state are expending
considerable amounts of money and time in trying to put together
the best possible household hazardous waste program.
Thank you, again, for joining us today.
have a very interesting hearing.

I think we'll

I'm going to begin

there will

be members attending, and they're just late showing up, which is
very unusual.
I will ask David Strickler, who is the Household
Hazardous Waste Coordinator for the California waste Management
Board, and Chris Campbell, who is the President of California
Partnerships to come forward.

Is that the way you had planned it?

MR. DAVID STRICKLER:
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Good morning.
Good morning.

You're going to tell

us how you've implemented AB 1809 of '86?
MR. STRICKLER:

Yes I am.

My name is David Strickler,

I am the Household Hazardous Waste Coordinator for the California
-
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waste Management Board.
behalf of the Board.

First I'd like to say thank you, on

The newly appointed chairman, Mr. John

Gallager, and our Chief Executive Officer, for the opportunity to
come and talk about practicalities with regards to the Household
Hazardous waste Management Program which the Board is in the
process of implementing.
As you are aware, in your letter of invitation to the
Board, ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Put the mike a little closer, I

don't know that ... Yes.
MR. STRICKLER:

Okay.

Can everybody hear?

Okay, thank

you.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. STRICKLER:

Better.

As you are aware, in the letter of

invitation that you wrote Mr. Iwon, you addressed several
questions about the ongoing efforts of the Board in regard to
AB 1809, AB 2448 and really talking about what's being done
specifically.

I'd like to structure my comments around those

questions ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. STRICKLER:

Good.

... and just move from one question to

the next and as we go to them I'd like to accept, obviously, any
questions you may have about the specifics on what I'm talking
about, and I'd like to probably expedite it because I only have
about 15 minutes and I have a gentleman here and I'd like to have
you hear what he has to say about our pilot projects for public
information programs.

So with that I'm going to start it up.
-
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CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. STRICKLER:

Okay.

Your first question talked about review

and development and implementation of AB 1809.

I would like to

say, and I thought your comments were directed at really talking
about the past, the present, and the planned program under
AB 1809.
I'd like to just briefly say that, the past has been
developmental, obviously.

The creation of the advisory committee,

the advisory committees report to the Board, the development of
guidelines of the final report to the Legislature, all those items
have been the main function of the program until about June of
this year.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Let me stop you there.

You know I

am not thrilled with the fact that the Board really didn't do very
much on implementing AB 1809.

And I want you and every other

regulating agency to know that when the Legislature passes a bill,
when the governor signs it into law, it should be implemented.

I

understand now there have been changes, and that you folks are
planning on going forward, but when there is a law on the books I
don't think that any agency should thumb their nose at that law,
and that's the feeling -- that's what I felt was going on, and I'm
really happy if you are planning on moving forward.

So, that's

the last thing that I'll say critically, but I had to say it
because it's been unbelievable.
MR. STRICKLER:

Well, thank you for your comments there,

and I hope to thrill you with my presentation as to what were ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Good.

- 4 -

All right.

MR. STRICKLER:

In regards to the Public Information

Program, let me first say that I think that that's -- and the
Board has expressed that as being a very high priority for the
coming year.

We have a plan of action, it has been presented to

the Board, and that was the top priority.
For that reason, the Board lead a contract to start a
pilot project to see how, in what ways, pilot efforts could be
done to develop those kind of connections.

Using the partnership,

we hope, of the private and the public sectors to get the word
out, not just solely a regulatory sort of addressment of the
issue, but to develop new partnerships in that area.
Mr. Christopher Campbell, from California Partnerships,
is leading, spearheading that effort in Southern California, and
I'd like to sort of, not steal his thunder about public
information programs until the last, and let him make that
presentation.
AB 1809 calls for technical services to counties,
basically.

We have a staff, the new staff that we have is

composed of five people, two of them dedicated to the AB 2448
program, three of them, two of them of which are administratively

•

assigned at this point in time, they're going to handle the
Household Hazardous Waste Management Program.

We're going to try

to emphasize within that program technical services for the
counties.

What that means for us is, finding ways to develop

information that the counties can use with their communities on
making them understand, helping to develop access to funding,
different ways that you may acquire funding, and then, to maybe
- 5 -

wade into the issues with siting of a permanent facility for
household hazardous waste collection and/or something to the
effect of small quantity generated.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Finding ways to site a facility to

handle ...
MR. STRICKLER:
accessible to do that.

Finding ways to make it a little more
I think one of the things that I found on

a fact finding tour, that myself and my staff conducted with the
major counties that have long standing programs in California, was
that we can get something sited but it takes so long to get it
sited, and there are so many hoops to jump, and it's a non-RCRA
waste essentially.

So I think we need to develop some

communications, and maybe a further clarification of the model
operations plan about those citing of permanent facilities and
where they're going to go and what they'll be able to accept.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Have you met with the Department of

Health Services on that?
MR. STRICKLER:

Staff to staff we've talked about this.

There's nothing formal at this point in time, and let's be quite
honest, I'm getting my feet wet, getting them on the ground, I'm
working with the counties, or better yet, they're working with me
in a lot of these areas to help us come up to speed as soon as
possible.

As you know, there are a lot of concerned interests in

this, not just the public, not just the counties, but there's the
private sector interest, there's other agency interest, and they
all need to get together and start working in the same direction.
And that's really sort of the focus of the Boards program right
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now, is to get that networking up and running.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Mrs. La Follette has a question.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MARIAN W. LA FOLLETTE:
question, maybe you've already addressed this.

I just have a
Who is your

immediate supervisor?
MR. STRICKLER:

Herbert Iwahoro, (?) the Deputy Director

for the Board, Chief Deputy Director, I believe, is Mr. Iwahoro's?
title, so I work for him.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:
MR. STRICKLER:

And he's under.

He works for a Mr. George Iowan?, the

Chief Executive Officer for the Board.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. STRICKLER:

Okay, thank you.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. STRICKLER:

Okay, thank you.

All right.

Okay.

The next item I'd like to talk

about is a review of the process of developing the AB 2448
guidelines.
And as you are well aware, and probably the committee,
that will be the first funding for Hazardous and Household
Hazardous Waste programs that are being conducted by cities and
counties in California currently.
guidelines.

I have developed tentative

The process requires that the advisory committee, the

AB 2448 Advisory Committee make recommendations to the board on
what they think the criteria for developing grants for selecting
applicants, if you will, should be, and that's the process that
we're at right now.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:
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There hasn't been criteria

developed to this point?
MR. STRICKLER:

Well, it's not a matter of developed, I

guess it's a matter of having the 2448 committee look at the
criteria that exist and to understand who probably would have
real quick access to grants monies and who would not have quick
access, and sort of talk about those things.

But what I've done

is developed guidelines to support that criteria, and I hope to
take it to the Advisory Committee in their November meeting and
have them start reviewing that, and possibly get it to the Board
in December or January.

That's a very tentativet, if all goes

well kind of plan, but that's what we're shooting for.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

What time are you shooting

for as far as the grants are concerned?
MR. STRICKLER:

Providing grants.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:
MR. STRICKLER:

Providing grants.

Grants available.

The real world time is probably into

1990, that's probably the real world time.

Probably because of

the factors that there needs to be $2 million in that fund before
a loan or a grant can be generated.

And so, I think the

evaluation process, I'm shooting to start taking applications in
the middle of next year so that we can have them evaluated, have
them selected, and then, when the money, the $2 million is reached
and the grants program is engaged, then we'd be able to have
candidates at that point in time.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

How much money is in the

account now?
MR. STRICKLER:

There is nothing in the account now.
- 8 -

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. STRICKLER:

That's right.

Right.

So they have until July 1, 1989,

to make the first payment in some point in time, after that $2
million will accrue and then we can kick this thing off.

But we

are working very hard to get all the ground work, all the
substructure to that project completed so when it does kick in,
we're not having to sit around and twiddle our thumbs for any
point in time.

So that's very important to us.

Other items that we are currently doing is that, I have
worked with the planning section, and the planning section has
developed language that will go into the enforcement regulations
talking about what counties should have this basic elements in a
household hazardous waste program.

That is something that has

gone to the Board, it's in the stage of public review.
I'm simultaneous working on developing some regulations
to talk about load screening aspects for operators so as that
stuff comes through we can get a real feeling for what a load
screening program should be doing to pull that material out.

And

that might incorporate going back even to the collection, back to
the curb.

•

I've seen a couple of models that address ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. STRICKLER:

How would they do that?

Well, the model that I have seen,

appears to heavily train the collection person to do a screening
of a can as they put it into the truck.

And that if they can pick

it out, see it, recognize it, to leave it on the curb or to send
it back.

It's not clear, it's not specific, but it is a model and

I think there is an element of doing both that with the
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residential stuff, and then having subsequently, something at the
landfill, a screening program for landfill.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

I feel that there ought to be an

education program before we start leaving peoples trash on the
sidewalk.
MR. STRICKLER:

Absolutely.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

I think that somebody would get in

trouble somewhere.
MR. STRICKLER:

Absolutely, Yes.

I was just trying to

give you a scope of what we're simultaneously doing.

I think this

whole thing is contingent on public education, and on education of
the counties and the cities, and the direction that we want to
move this thing, so let me disclaimer that right up front as we
talk about these other items.
Our AB 1809 and AB 2448 related, I believe that that
would be the only way that they could function effectively if they
are closely related.

So that grants, and screening of grants, and

criteria, and guidelines would incorporate the ideals of public
education of local enhancement of gathering and collecting
hazardous materials, and yes, they are ve

related in my mind and

in the grant skylines have reflected that.

I think they're also

related a little bit to the 2948 process.

So that we can start

talking about what is termed minimal quantity producers that are
producing something less than 100 kil

rams a month, 22 pounds,

something like that, and how we can incorporate those and the
Eastin bill addresses that, and I had a responsibility in the
guidelines to address it and it is addressed.
- 10

I will be speaking

just to give you an idea, tomorrow, with about 15 counties, Region
Ones counties about household hazardous waste programs, about
funding, where we maybe going with these issues.

In Stockton I'm

scheduled to speak over the next month and a half with two more of
those groups, around 15 counties each, to talk with planners who
have been involved with the 2948 process.

So, that's another

element we have to bring in and tie up.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
encouraging, I'll tell you.
MR. STRICKLER:

That's great.

That's much more

That's great.

Let me know if you get thrilled.

I'm

shooting for thrilled.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. STRICKLER:

Don't say it again.

Okay.

Staffing, I may be a little

redundant, but we do have five people on board, two of them are
administratively assigned.

I've developed a BCP we're working

very hard on getting that BCP through.

I think it's important

that we maintain those two bodies and that we have two additional
bodies to handle the 2448 program which will be a big program.
And so, we are working very hard on that.
Simultaneously, we have a person assigned under that for
technical development of documents, of review, that person is
reviewing some of the 2948 plans that are coming in to the Board.
We're making comments, we're looking at them.

He's also in the

process of developing a collection day guidelines for those
counties who do not have a program and who may want to start a
program.

Probably many of the folks in the audience today, this

is elemental stuff to them, they did this three and four, five
- 11 -

years ago, but that's not the full experience of the counties in
California.

So we need to fall back to square one, bring

everybody on that page and move forward simultaneously with more
complex, comprehensive programs.
An overview of the cities and counties as we see it,
the first thing I did and the first thing that the staff did when
we got our feet on the ground, was to start making contacts with
each one of the counties to identify who handles information
requests about household hazardous waste at the county level, who
is going to be our lead person when we develop guidelines or if we
want to circulate information or if we want information from the
county, who do we call?

We've got a data base up, that's the

basic premise of the data base, but it collects a lot of other
information that we hope to collect. So, I'm really very proud of
that.

And we have a reference library up, we're tied in with UC

Davis, and we're able to exchange materials, we intend to make
this something like a lending library as we get in a little
farther into the program.
There are 20 counties

is is what our survey

reveals, and I want to disclaim a little bit of it because I don't
know that our information

tern is 100

think it's very effective, ve

rcent effective.

I

accurate, but I'm not exactly

sure.
We have 20 counties with

riodic programs last year,

they had at least one collection day.
permanent facilities and

i

we have four counties with

periodic collection days

simultaneously, real advanced counties.
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We have 34 counties in

the planning stages that have not held a collection day.

And we

have eleven independent cities that are conducting their own
programs, and I believe the city could probably be a lot larger
number than 11, but I don't exactly have the information at this
point in time.
Interaction with DOHS was a question you brought
forward.

I am working, and my staff is working very hard to work

at staff level with DOHS.

We've made connections with the

permitting section, and with the section that handles the 2948.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Actually, we usually say the

Department of Health Service.
MR. STRICKLER:

Okay, excuse me.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Maybe somebody out there doesn't

know.
MR. STRICKLER:

I'm an old hand with CAL OSHA, so we

always said DOHS.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. STRICKLER:
Services.

Yes.

I'm sorry.

The Department of Health

And they have been very helpful, very supportive and

willing to work in partnership with us at staff level.

That's

very encouraging, I think we've been able to produce a fact sheet
for them that they used at a recent public event in Chico, and
that was nice, that was good for us.

And they've also got us a

spot on the agenda's to talk with the planners who are putting the
county-wide hazardous waste management plans together, and that's
real important for us.
We met the lead person for the household hazardous waste
- 13 -

variance process at a collection day in Davis, this Saturday.

I

had a good chat with him, and he was really doing a great job out
there on behalf of the Department of Health Services.
I think the last item that was raised in your letter
was, response to public inquiries.

How we handle that at this

point in time, is we, I hope the committee is aware, we have a
recycling hot line that addresses any recycling issue from anybody
in the state who want's to call and talk about it, wants
information on where to take their recyclable products.

They have

been handling used oil request over that hotline for a long period
of time, and we've connected with them to be able to disseminate
information on collection days, on county hotline numbers, on
county representatives that would be able to provide them a little
more information on the theory that handling it at the county in
the long run is going to be the most effective way to develop
recycling programs, and to get the public knowledgeable of what's
going on rather than calling Sacramento.

I'm saying that because

I don't want it to appear like a

buck kind of approach,

it's more of trying to bri

ss

it

to simultaneously start

giving support to the counties to come up
answers.

So that's very i

rtant to us.

Special problems on special waste.
it myself or the technical
PCB's.

If we can't, we have

th these kinds of

I try to deal with

rson on asbestos, on dioxins on
od referral services to DOHS and

they seem to pick it up, correction, they do pick it up and they
do handle it effectively, I think, and we've gotten a couple of
calls back just to say thanks for connecting us up with the right
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people.
Basically, that's what we have right now, and some of
it, you know, I need to work a lot harder, I believe, to get a
program that is a little more consistent and a little more
focused.

But we're tackling a number of issues simultaneously,

and as everyone probably knows, you can make a little bit of
ground in each one of those issues, and I prefer to do that than
make a lot of ground on one particular issue right now because we
do need a comprehensive look at Household Hazardous Waste
Management in California.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

I'm very encouraged to hear that you

are working on it and to hear what you're doing, Mrs. La Follette.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

Actually it does sound like

you're doing a lot of talking and a lot of meeting with various
local entities.

I get the feeling that, that's what you're doing,

is a lot of talking.

And I recognize that you have to have the

support of the various local entities in developing some kind of a
program that's going to be effective.

When can we --you're

developing guidelines now, right, for the state?
MR. STRICKLER:

We're developing guidelines that can be

used in the AB 2448 grants program and it can be used statewide,
yes.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

Are you overseeing these in

any way, the local collections that are going on presently or are
you just learning by observing them?
MR. STRICKLER:

Who's in charge?

Who's on first I think is the question

we have right here.
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

That's easier to answer,

frankly, who's on first rather than who's in charge here.
MR. STRICKLER:

Right.

At this point in time, the

county is the lead agency and we are working to develop some
confidence with counties that we can either be partners or
leaders.

I think that that's a real important ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN La FOLLETTE:

Well, what's the state's

role?
MR. STRICKLER:

I think the state's role in this case is

to facilitate the growth of Household Hazardous Waste Management
Programs.

I think that that's where the ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

Without any kind of

perimeters.
MR. STRICKLER:

No.

I believe that we are working on

guidelines so that the 34 counties who don't have any growth at
this point in time, won't make some of the mistakes or have some
of the problems that the other counties have already worked their
way through.

And that's where I think my focus is at, and I

believe, that's where the Boards focus is, is to build a practical
program off other experiences.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Don't

rget about the grant program

when you're responding to Ms. La Follette because that is at
stake.
MR. STRICKLER:

Right.

The grant program is sort of the

driving force at this point in time.

It's, in my mind, the

logic is that, if you come in asking for a grant, you need to know
what the guidelines are for the grant, and the guidelines are to
- 16 -

relate to what we're doing consistently throughout the state.
There has to be some play in those guidelines though, because we
do have people who have had no program, no funding, never did a
household hazardous waste, they don't even know there is a
problem.

With people who have a Permanent facility who have been

doing it for five years who are professional, national authorities
in Household Hazardous Waste Managements Programs.

But your

point, I think, is do we develop guidelines, do we have specifics?
Yes, we're working to do that.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

And when did you plan to

have those ready?
MR. STRICKLER:

I plan on having -- for the AB 2448

committee, the specifics of the guidelines related to the grants
programs.

The guidelines related to collection days, related to

funding, to liability, we have a draft copy of those right now.
we anticipate taking that draft to the Board next month so that
they can look at, see the direction, see if it meets their
direction, and get their support for where we're going on this
particular program.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

•

Will we receive any kind of

a copy of that draft document or the final approval?
me this is really a critical issue.

I mean, to

This is an issue that affects

people right in their neighborhoods and my neighborhoods.

And of

all the constituent calls, this is probably the most vexing call
that we get and the most often that we are called concerning,
they're becoming increasingly aware that a lot of their household
products are hazardous, have been defined as hazardous, and they
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want to be good citizens, and they want to know what to do with
it.

And frankly, getting answers is really difficult.

And so, I

think the more you can do to keep us informed and the quicker we
can get some kind of a resolution so that at least we can let the
people know that we are concerned about this problem too, the
better.

So I would hope that you will keep us informed, because

if we feel the Waste Management Board is moving too slowly, I
think that we're going to have to do a little pushing there.
MR. STRICKLER:

Let me address the issue of who gets

notified and what happens.

Having worked with other state

agencies on other state programs, I think being able to have
confidence, that if someone calls you you can give them an answer,
they know what you can and can't do, is very important.
Confidence is really the essential of a program like this because
it's voluntary in a lot of applications.
So the data base that we put together was intended not
only to capture an overview of what's being done in the field, but
to be able to have a record of who the players are.
know what's happeni

in Household Hazardous Waste Management.

When guidelines come out, who nee
them.

Not just

Who wants to

cities,

to

ious

on that list to look at
cities and counties,

because they're the ones eligible, but there are peripheral people
involved in the private sector, in the
legislative sector, in a number of
data base is inte

to provi

ic sector, in the

ifferent sectors.

So that

, to assure me, that if you wrote

me a letter or if you called me a

said Dave

I

want the

guidelines when they come out, there will be something -- a tick
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mark that I'll make that you got a copy of the guidelines asking
for your input because that's part of the development of the grant
guidelines too, is to get public input.

So I'm clearing sort of

the administrative approaches, and we land on the public and
that's the public out there and they'll get an opportunity to
comment on those guidelines, and give me their thoughts on them
and give the Board their thoughts on them.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Then you will make arrangements so

that we see copies of the guidelines.
MR. STRICKLER:

Following this meeting all the committee

members will be put in the data base and stand by for paper flow
because we're generating a lot of stuff right now, and hopefully,
it's not all talk.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Well, I don't want to be getting a

paper flow and I don't think any other member of this committee
want's to get a paper flow.

I think what we want is information

direct, concise and we don't want the same thing that you're going
to be sending -- a paper flow is practically junk mail as far as
I'm concerned because there isn't time to read a stack of papers
and documents that high.

•

MR. STRICKLER:
of paper flow.

Please ...
I guess we have a different definition

I didn't mean to say that you were going to get

every memo I generate about every issue, but certainly guidelines,
collection day guidelines, that ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Well, it frightened me when you said

a paper flow.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:
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Actually it made me think of

recycling and waste.
MR. STRICKLER:

Well, I don't want to frighten any of

the committee members.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

You see we were all thinking,

"What?"
All right you can continue.

We're going to have to move

along.
MR. STRICKLER:

Okay.

Please.

I would like to turn it

over to Chris Campbell, if I could, and have him talk about public
information because we have not really gotten into that issue and
he certainly is our top gun on that particular point.

So, please,

Chris if you'd take it over.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Chris, would you identify yourself

and then take over.
MR.
Tanner, my name is

STOPHER CAMPBELL:

Certainly, Assemblywoman

ris Campbell, I'm President, California

Partnerships, Inc., 355 South Grand Avenue, Los Angeles, CA.
want to thank you and the members of
the invitation to

ak to

of some of the good things

I

committee for extending
to let you know a little bit

t are going on
its ef

th regard to the

California Waste

Board

rts to develop a

more comprehensive approa

to public awareness and public

education. I'd like to take it in context too, considering, with
respect to your early comments concerning the implementation of
AB 1809.

That, Mr. Strickler, for all of

things that he has

just shared with you, has been on staff now, I think,
little more than 90 days.

Am I right?
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just a

MR. STRICKLER:
MR. CAMPBELL:

Somewhere in there.
About 90 days.

And so, in considering it

in context, the amount of work which has been done, the amount of
infastructure building which is going on right now, has been
tremendous and we have been very very pleased with the level of
communication, and the level of effort, which the Board has
extended on this issue.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Ms. La Follette.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

I'm sorry, I feel prompted

to say that you can sense our frustrations, and since you've only
been there 90 days, well then, please understand my frustrations

•

are not directed towards you, but that will give you an idea of
how we feel, and so, it sounds like you've been doing lot's and
lot's of work since you've been there, and I just want you to know
that we want you to do lots of work and even more.
MR. STRICKLER:

I understand that.

Thank you very much

for saying that.
MR. CAMPBELL:

The current public awareness effort that

our firm is involved with on behalf of the Board, is a direct
outgrowth of a conference which Assemblywoman Eastin spoke at last
year, and which brought together over 400 people in Los Angeles
from business, government, the citizen consumer sector, to discuss
some of the issues and challenges facing us with respect to the
question of waste management as we move into the 21st century.
I believe all of your offices have received copies of
this summary of proceedings under separate cover.

And one of the

key findings in this summary is that, increasing public awareness
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is a critical pre-condition into gaining the necessary public
understanding and support which is required for the development of
an integrated waste management system.

A system that involves an

emphasis on reducing waste at its source, recycling those products
which can be recycled, and ultimately, taking the necessary action
to create those facilities which will be needed for the treatment
and disposal of those residuals which remain in the process.
And carrying forward on the recommendation of increasing
public awareness, the Board subsequently came forward with a
contract to develop a pilot public awareness program that would
seek to involve some of the resources and some of the
organizational support which was found in this conference last
October.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. CAMPBELL:

A year ago, in fact, October 23, 1987.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
up, we couldn't do it.
MR. CAMPBELL:

That was a year ago.

Go

Well, Delaine, maybe you woke them
ad.

In any case.

we're undertaking now, and
several months, involves

The pilot effort which

en undertaking for the past
creation of what I would like to

suggest, can be summed up by

devel

and I'll go through that in a

sec

as to what we're trying to do

r

nt of access, "ACCESS",
s to give you an overview
is partner

ip effort, and

at the outset we sought to develop accomplishable goals.
Very often there is a desire to solve the problems of
the world at once, and when that happens, often times some basis
do get missed and some of the necessary infrastructure building
-
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that's required for long term success is overlooked.

So what we

try to do at the outset, was develop accomplishable goals.

In

that context, three counties were selected, if you will, for
preliminary inquiry as to their willingness to work in a
cooperative fashion to either augment existing programs or to
assist in the development of new pilot efforts.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. CAMPBELL:

Which counties?

Los Angeles County, Orange County and San

Bernardino county.
In that context then, after assessing the local
jurisdictions desire and interest in this, we set about to develop
a process of coordination, whereby we could bring together
resources from the private sector, matching them to the needs of
the local jurisdictions in a way that gave preeminence to, and
placed first value in the local jurisdiction's prerogatives as to
what needs they might have.
And, what I'd like to then say, is that we've sought to
develop an exchange of ideas and resources as between the public
and private sectors to create various and sundry materials that
I'll discuss in a few seconds.

•

And we have developed a process of

the sharing, if you will, of both the things that have gone very
well, and for the things that have gone a little less than totally
well.
By combining all of these efforts we believe ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Sharing with those counties or

cities that ...
MR. CAMPBELL:

Not only with those counties and cities,
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but also with those representatives from the local elected
official community, with those from the private sector, and from
those within the local and state agencies responsible for this
particular activity, creating an atmosphere of win, win, if you
will.
And we believe that all of these things when taken
together will ultimately lead to a successful pilot program with
recommendations.
And what I'd like to do is just very briefly discuss
some of the things that we have done in those counties that I've
just mentioned.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Before you do that, I'm wondering.

You know, we have seen pilot programs delay the program itself.
MR. CAMPBELL:

Yes.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

We've seen that, all of us have seen

that for years, and years, and years.
MR. CAMPBELL:

Right.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Now I would hope, Mr. Strickler,

that the pilot program doesn't del

a statewide or the Board, for

instance, helping out any county thr

t

keying in on those three counties.

the state or just

lets wait and see what

happens with those three counties and another couple of years go
by.
MR. CAMPBELL:

Yes.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

I think ...
You know.

So, explain to us about

the pilot program versus the entire picture, okay.
MR. CAMPBELL:

What are
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critical elements of this

pilot effort from our perspective, was the establishment of
relationships, for one of a better term, the networking of
organizations and resources which, while we would all think would
be a natural element and a natural thing to do, requires a certain
level of coordination to gain some experience.

And so, one of the

primary things that we were responsible for was the coordination
of resources to specific county needs, and that has been one of
the key things which we believe we've accomplished through this
program, is accessing major corporations with local government
agencies both having the opportunity to assess how that process is
worked, and I can, I think, assure you from our perspective and
from what we've heard so far, that it has been going very, very
well.
Let me just tell you a little bit about ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. CAMPBELL:

Okay .

... what we've been doing and give you

some idea.
Los Angeles county was implementing its first Household
Hazardous Waste Collection Program after several years of working
towards that goal.

And in conjunction with their pilot effort, it

was determined that a modest contribution of additional resources
for getting the word out would be appropriate.

To that end, we

worked with Chevron U.S.A. in the production of additional
materials, one of which you can see here, Hazardous Waste from the
Home, a book which you've seen before, Chevron's contribution has
been the actual acquisition and assistance and distribution of
this material.

It has been distributed at the three collection
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programs which

c

s undertaken to date and will be
are scheduled for the end of

distributed at the last two whi
this month and

, I

In

lieve, in November.
t,

ition to

coun

of Los Angeles moved

forward aggressively, and I don't want to steal their thunder in
telling you some of the things that they've done, but in the
production of fliers whi
local utilities
neighborhood

also been distributed through

r

r neighborhood association,

0

act viti s.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

r

t

the entire county of

L.A.?
MR. CAMPBELL

, no

areas, and as I underst

no,

r marily

r

pilot project
unincor

rated areas

within the ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

There are areas

thin those three

counties?
MR. CAMPBELL

Yes.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. CAMPBELL

Yes
De cri

re are.
se.

Can

I'm a little at a loss in terms of all

the specifics, I can tell

en

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Well

rtised.
counties can descri

them.
MR. CAMPBELL:

Yes.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

All ri

MR. CAMPBELL:
County, Sou

rn California

t.

With regard to San Bernardino
ison has worked in a cooperative

fashion with the San Bernardino Department of Environmental
-
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Health Services, to develop additional awareness of their high
desert collection centers which are centers that, while San
Bernardino has a very established program of Household Hazardous
Waste and Collection, these were centers that were not obtaining
too much use due to proximity location or what have you.

So, in a

coordinated effort that involved press releases, that involved
staging of a media event, that involved production of additional
fires and brochures, in fact,

just this past Saturday a program

was held with support from Southern California Edison, that as I
understand it, increased participation in those centers somewhat
dramatically.
Finally, in Orange County we are working with the Orange
County Fire Department, which is serving as lead agency on their
Household Hazardous Waste Program, to explore the production of a
video which will detail the experiences of the County of Orange
in which we'll have a generic application to other jurisdictions,
in terms of why household Hazardous Waste Programs benefit the
community, how they come to past, what needs to be done to improve
the effort.

And we're looking to get that project moving forward

no later than this December.
It's worth noting that although we came to Orange County
early in this process to see about their interest, they were
unable to move forward due to the fact that their staffing
situation was such that they did not have the resources, and the
manpower resources to devote to this kind of an effort.
While that cyclical process is winding itself to the
point where we will be able to work with them in the development
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of the video, I think it is worth noting, that in getting the word
out, local jurisdictions are oftentimes hampered, especially in
the smaller communities with respect to their in house public
information component.
So, what we've attempted to do is to develop three
modest efforts that establish relationships, and establish
experiences which can be replicated, and which we intend to bring
back to the Board in a final report, November, December, that will
in turn, we hope, serve as the basis for gaining follow up support
and an expansion of this pilot effort in a timely fashion, so that
we can continue the momentum which was developed last year.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. CAMPBELL:

Mrs. La Follette.

Yes, Ma'am.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

I need to ask a question.

Did you state whether you're under contract to the Waste
Management Board?
MR. CAMPBELL:

This is correct.

Our firm has been

retained by the Waste Management Board.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

And you're primarily a--

what kind of a firm?
MR. CAMPBELL:
partnership organization.

Our firm is a coordinated public, private
we have interest in energy,

environmental and land development.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

So you've had experience in

this area in which you're working now.
MR. CAMPBELL:

Very much so.

I think you should also

note, that in conjunction with our other activities, our firm also
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represents, and I serve as Executive Director for the Southern
California Coalition for Hazardous Materials Management, an
organization which many of you are familiar with.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:
MR. CAMPBELL:

Okay, thank you.

I would also note that it is in part due

to that support which we've received from the coalition, which is
an adjunct to the Regional Institution of Southern California, and
is affiliated in the private sector since with the Southern
California Hazardous waste Management Authority that we've been
able to move very expeditiously in the building coalitionships.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

We're going to have to move more

expeditiously right now.
MR. CAMPBELL:

I'm done.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. CAMPBELL:

Any other questions?

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. CAMPBELL:
MR. STRICKLER:

Okay.

Any questions?

Thank you both.

Thank you.
Thank you.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

I'm glad you're here, I am hoping

things work out well.

•

MR. STRICKLER:

Thank you very much .

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

From the Department of Health

Services, from DOHS, what is it, from the Department of Health
Services, Ted Rauh, Chief, Program Policy and Evaluation
Department.
MR. TED RAUH:

Thank you, Madam Chairwoman.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Oh, and Jim Allen, oh, okay.
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MR. RAUH:

I've asked them to join us since they came

over with me today, Jim Allen, who is Chief of Alternative
Technology Section, and Karen Woodhouse is the Senior Technical
Advisor.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. RAUH:

All right.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide

responses to the questions the committee asked Alex Cunningham.
unfortunately, Alex was in washington today and unable to attend,
so you have us before you to provide those responses.
What I'd like to do is try to -- thank you -- I'd like
to go through each of your questions providing a brief ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. RAUH:

Summarize the question.

All right.

And then afford you an

opportunity to ask clarified questions which the three of us will
handle as appropriate.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. RAUH:

Okay.

The first question dealt with the departments

role in issuing permits and variances.
The Department regulates Household Hazardous Waste
Collection Programs and facilities in the following ways:
Any permanent Household Hazardous Waste facility must
have either a hazardous permit or a variance.

There are several

facilities in the state now that are either operating under a
variance or a permit issued by the Department.
The Department routinely issues variances or conditions
on the operation of one time or one day collection facilities that
are principally sponsored by local government.
-
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We receive about

50 to 60 of those annually, and they're handled at the regional
offices and provide what amounts to a variance for a one time
operation for local governments.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Is that a rather simple thing for a

county to get taken care of.
MR. RAUH:

We're making it more simple.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. RAUH:

And as I get into that, I think others will

say it's quite difficult.
working with r

Are you?

But as I get into it, we've been

resentatives of local ...

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

It sounds so good, you know, when

you hear it.
MR. RAUH:

Yes, it sounds good, but it's not a per

ct

situation that's for sure.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Tell me how a county goes about

getting this variance.
MR. RAUH:

Basically, what would occur is an initial

discussion with the regional technical staff, in which the
regional staff now would be able to provi

specific information

about what's required in terms of an operation plan, how to

I

protect, how to lay out the equipment,
that might be recei
waste it's going to receive.
there.

to manage the waste

county would i

icate

The kind of

1

What disposal approach would be used,

s of

es that
so for

That would be documented in a plan or a written
provided by the county to the Department.
would review it ...
-
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d

an

The regional staff

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Does the Department have a document

that would go to any county and a county could fill out or does
the county have to put together a program and then send it to you?
Do you have a document that ...
MR. RAUH:

we have recently developed, with the Waste

Management Board, a draft operation plan.

And that is in

existence, and it's being used on a trial base by several of the
regions and we're collecting information on it.

When it's

determined that that's comprehensive enough and usable, then we
will be applying it on a statewide basis.
The regions that aren't using it have processed enough
of these that they are able to communicate, I think, we hope any
way, the same kind of consistent approach to the counties they're
dealing with.

But this plan has only been in existence, I think,

for several months so we're at the stage of moving in that
direction so that we will have both the standardized operation
plan and criteria by which we evaluate it, so everyone will know
what makes sense for a one day application.
I think Jim had a question:
MR. JIM ALLEN:

Yes.

Maybe just a little practical

experience in that ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. ALLEN:

Yes.

Identify yourself.
I'm Jim Allen, now Chief of the

Alternative Technology section for the Department.

And I was

Chief of what is called Region 1, previously known as the Northern
California Region.
we in that region did issue quite a number of variances,
-
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and we found that after a while these became more of a routine
kind of thing, and we're able to provide quite a bit of guidance
to the counties.

A county that has never done this, comes in,

asks for a variance for a one day collection program,
particularly some of the smaller counties, it takes a little while
working with them to get the kind of plan we need to be able to
approve a variance.

But once a county has done that once then

the, you know, future variances, Yolo County, Sacramento County, a

I

number of them have done this quite a number of times and then
issuing the variance for each day becomes a fairly routine matter.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

I'm wondering if a county, if any

county, or how many counties became discouraged because they
couldn't get a variance or didn't have the resources to spend the
time asking the Department for assistance, didn't have the
resources to put together a program, you know, with very little
assistance.
state.

I know there's been very little assistance from

Are there counties who have attempted it?

Do you know

Jim?
MR. ALLEN:

I don't know personally of counties,

know, counties at least in my region that had become discouraged.

•

I know that there were some we had to work with, probably more
than we really had time to do, but we were able to get them on
board.
MR. RAUH:

In talking with the other regions in

preparation for today, I was not able to determine of another
county elsewhere in the state that just refused to participate.
However, I think that there is a concern about the degree to which
-
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it's difficult to get a permanent facility under our current
approach.

And so, the tenancy is to go to these one day

approaches because everybody knows or is learning that system.
So, we've made some progress there, but we don't necessarily have
the same kind of progress in moving expeditiously through a
permitting process for a permanent facility.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Ms. Eastin has a question.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN DELAINE EASTIN:

Has anybody been

permitted?
MR. RAUH:

Yes there is one permitted facility that I'm

aware of.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:
MR. RAUH:

Where is that?

I believe that's in San Francisco.

UNIDENTIFIED MAN'S VOICE:
MR. RAUH:

No, San Bernardino.

Excuse me, San Bernardino.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:

And from that permitting

experience, have you been able to extrapolate some process whereby
other counties could become permanently permitted?
MR. RAUH:

The way we're trying to approach the problem

is to look at ways to streamline the permitting process.

And I

think that the guidelines that have been developed, the variance
approach that's been developed, could be applied in a standardized
approach that would reduce the amount of time it takes to permit
these facilities.

This is a new area that the state is just

looking at now for many of the facilities that we regulate that
aren't covered under the federal regulatory scheme.
We have five such types of waste management problems
-
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we're addressing.

This particular problem is one that isn't being

worked on right now for a couple of reasons.
One, we think that some of the other problems we're
addressing, such as waste oil recyclers, chop shops, drum
re-conditioners, precious metal recyclers, pose a more immediate
and known, anyway, environmental and health hazard in the areas
where they're operating.
But the lessons we're learning there, plus the work
we've done with the Waste Management Board, can be applied to this
problem in the future.

We only have, at this point, the resources

on the state side to focus on these five and that's what we're
pursuing.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:
you only have the resources.

I think the key there then, is

It seems to me that while the other

things that you've named are very important to me, and I'm sure to
the rest of the members of this committee, drum recyclers, waste
oil, people who are not playing by the rules, those are all
serious concerns, and we support your dealing with those.

At

same time, if I were PG&E for example, I wouldn't say, well I'm
not giving power to those new houses out there because you've

•

t

some other people that have need for power for their new
companies.

In other words, if you were a private company, we

decide that we have a series of customers we have to serve and we
serve them all.

And so, it seems to me the state of California

should be setting aside additional resources so that rather
having to have you choose between your various children and your
various needs or your various customers, you can deal with all of
-
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them.

I mean, it seems to me that you ought to tell us today what

resources you need to be able to finish those other very worthy
projects, but in addition, to do this one.

What do you require in

order for the Department of Health Services to do this project
which we consider also to be important.
MR. RAUH:

I don't know that I can provide you a

specific PY estimate of what it would take to permit these
facilities.
First of all, we do not have, in the case of the
permanent facility, we don't have, that I'm aware of right now and
I can find out for the committee, a backlog of permanent
facilities wanting permitting.

As I said, I think what they've

recognized is that a path that they can work within our regulatory
framework is the variance approach, so that's now what they're
doing.

Without knowing what the universe is out there or what the

efforts of this committee and the Waste management Board will
stimulate in terms of the education programs and other things that
you were talking about earlier, I don't have a good sense to tell
you whether it's two PY or five PY, what that resource might be.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

It's·my understanding though, that

because of and due to AB 2948 the Hazardous Waste Management
Planning Program, many, many counties are looking at the
possibility of citing a facility.
MR. RAUH:

Yes.

Are you aware of that?

And I think when those plans are in,

that's probably the best data point I'm aware of, that will give
us an idea of, not only new estimates on the volume of this
problem, because they are assessing what they project to be the
-
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volume of household hazardous waste, but also as you point out,
the facilities that they feel maybe necessary in their county.

I

believe those plans are coming in in February and perhaps Dr.
Allen can comment on that a little bit more.

But that would give

us a far better sense of what the universe is and what resource it
may take to meet that need.
Right now, if I can just say one last thing.

I am not

aware of our not being able to meet a variance request, at least
in the recent past, within the timeframe that a local community or
county want's to hold the day.

We have placed a very high

priority on satisfying the variance request in the regions,
because obviously we want to reinforce the importance of the
public education and public management of this problem, and
obviously we want to be responsive to local governments who are
trying to manage this waste.
So, we do move those in the top of the queue and we get
them out so that at least the program can continue to operate as
it is under the current situation.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

And to Ms. Eastin's question then.

We would like to know, in fact, we insist that we know what
resources you need to do a complete and good program?

And, also

when we request those resources in the budget this year, we would
like to see you stand behind those request.

If you need a certain

amount of resources and we provide that in the budget, or with
legislation, then we would expect you to stand behind that.
Ms. Eastin.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:
-

Just to reinforce the Chair's
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point.

I think the key is that if you have to do a variance every

time, what you're essentially doing is putting the burden and the
cost on local government, to reinvent the wheel each and every
time they want to do this.

And to whatever extent we can, we can

systemize this and routinize it and make it something which is
ongoing.

We cut the cost to local government which it seems to me

is the responsibility of the state of California, in addition to
which we ensure that we are even handedly administering this
program statewide.
And I just feel very strongly that that's one of the way
--you know, it seems like we're pu

ing more and more

responsibility on local government without really, frankly, giving
them the tools to do the job in many instances.

Here is an

opportunity for us to, you know, make this systematic and allow
them to proceed in a more orderly fashion.
MR

RAUH:

I understand.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. RAUH:
questions one way or
quickly.

We've cover

encountered in issui
Question
to i

iries,

Yes

Okay.

o

we've covered a number of the

i

I

You want to keep going.

rv so I'm going to move fairly
stion two, which was difficulties

variances
ree, was

ts.

Movi

forward.

department routinely responding

I'll summarize quick

The regional office staff do receive inquiries from
householders r
opportunities to

sting information
ir waste.

the toll free number to local a

t

se days and
are ei

r referred to

ncies that we're aware of who are
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managing a day.

Or if the question is a technical one, in terms

of do I have a household waste problem, they're referred to Dr.
Allen's' program for a hazardous waste classification
determination or at least a discussion with the householder on the
problem.
In effect, we attempt, also, to be sure that the
regional staff are aware, at least the regional contact point
people for phone coverage are aware of what household recycling
activities or household waste pick up activities are going on in
the region so that they can provide as much first hand information
as possible.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Is there a problem or a conflict

between the regional offices and the solid waste people?

For

instance, does the regional office of the Department of Health
Services say, well that's a solid waste problem and it has nothing
to do -- or we don't handle that problem?

Is there any of that?

How do you coordinate with the solid waste?
MR. RAUH:
it.

I'll let Jim bring a personal perspective to

I'll just say as a general perspective, I think that the

department recognizes that the Solid Waste Management Board does

I

have lead over the general program.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. RAUH:

But you permit.

We permit when the waste is taken out of the

solid waste management stream and is going to be collected and
handled separately.

To that extent, what we try to provide

individuals is specific information about opportunities to do that
that we're aware of.

And we're aware of those because people come
-
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to us for a variance or permit.
the local communities
centers.

We also, of course, refer them to

rectly, who are actually operating the

So we do refer, but it's hopefully, in a positive vein.
we also are aware in the regional offices of the toll
earlier by the first speaker,

free number that was referenc

which does provide sort of a statewide overview of what recycling
activities are available, and that number is also given out by the
Department of Health Services, and if the question is a health
related one or do I have a problem type one, we try to respond
technically to that as well, Jim.
MR. ALLEN:

I

think Ted summarized that quite well.

I'm

not aware of any difficulties we had, at least in my region, with
the waste Management Board,
them.

think we worked pretty closely with

I

As Ted indicated, we worked directly with the counties and

cities that, excuse me, were at
collection days, and once

the pr
done

r
is

or

variance r

rities

n

coun

ration

established

counties after that
re

rring people to

in, once a county had
t, it became a fairly

had someone assi

routine kind of

INAUDIBLE

y very little interaction we

t Boa

other then processi

to set up their

se were

fairly routinely, there was pr
had with the waste

i

fair

streamlined

But again, in

answer to the direct question, I'm not aware of any difficulties
or overl

ing we had
MR. RAUH:

do the regional

the Waste Management Board.
The four

rmitti

stion dealt with

staff devote to house

waste activities.
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much time

ld hazardous

Our assessment currently, is that there is about a half
a PY statewide, dealing with hazardous waste variances for
household waste problems.

Excuse me, let me clarify that.

It's

not even that good, let me back up here.
We have about a half of PY handling variances for
household hazardous waste.

I am correct.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. RAUH:

Statewide?

Statewide.

Spread out between the four

regions.
MR. ALLEN:
that.

To give you a little better perspective on

There is roughly one to one and a half PY in each region

for processing variance requests, and far and away the majority of
variance request do come from industry as opposed to counties for
collection days for hazardous waste.

So, roughly, the figure is I

think probably pretty accurate as far as an estimate.
PY is statewide is

INAUDIBLE

A half of

to the variance act processing, and

there is other staff devoted to answering questions.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

And you've had request for variances

from some 50 didn't you ...
MR. RAUH:

Fifty to 60 a year are handled by that half

PY.
MR. ALLEN:

Right.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

By that half PY?

And it's done in

an expeditious way?
MR. RAUH:
we can.

Well, we attempt to do it as expeditiously as

I'm sure that when you hear from the counties there will

be concern that we don't operate as quickly as we can.
-
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But some

of the things that we talked about earlier ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

You can only do so much with half a

PY statewide.
MR. ALLEN:
MR. RAUH:

That's right.
And some of the things that we talked about

earlier, I think, are helping that process, but it's going to take
time to have those implemented on a statewide basis.
The next question, if there are no more on

MR. RAUH:

tages

that, was there

ehold hazardous waste in small quantity

the programs for
generators.

To

disadvantages in combining

t we have a

e of comments which I will try

to summarize.
First, in

re are differences.

waste type

Small

quantity generators may generate a more industrial type waste.
For example, cleaning solvents, dry cleaning filters use printing
inks while households

nerate primarily, consumer size containers

of cleaning solutions,

sticides, paints, etc.

So collection

centers may expect an increase in waste and the quantities, if we
were to combine the two programs.
Secondly, in terms of
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
the small business how
waste?

neration ...

If we don't combine the program for

we handle the small business hazardous

Because a small business with a couple of gallons of

waste, seems to me it would be ve
discouraging them from di

difficult, and probably we're

sing properly.

So, why can't we

figure out a way to ...
MR. ALLEN:

I guess we probably ne
-
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to differentiate

between small business and a small quantity generator.
A small quantity generator could be a very large concern
that has really very bad stuff, you might say, coming into this
program.

So, I think we'd want to take a look at the waste

streams involved here and maybe make some determinations on which
could be combined.

And, again, I don't think we're in a position

to say absolutely yes or no at this point, we would want to
examine the waste streams that might be involved in such a
combined program to determine which might be acceptable.

I think

probably would be the ...
MR. RAUH:

I think Dr. Allen sort of summarized where we

were going with this when you looked at the wastes, composite of
waste, the economic motives, and a number of other factors, you
find that you really have to do this almost on a case by case
basis to match up, I think, the target that you're concerned about
along with a compatible program for household waste.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Ms. La Follette.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

Yes.

Thank you.

Just

following up on this a little bit.
We know that if we don't provide some proper means of
disposal for these materials they're going to end up in our
municipal landfills.

And we have had indications that, of course

there are, as a result, there are leachate migration problems.
we have any exact information on the kinds of contamination that
are coming from our landfills as a result of some of these
hazardous waste materials being dumped in our landfills?
MR. ALLEN:

I would say no we do not have any exact
-
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Do

information on that.

We do have a number of landfills around the

state that are in the bond expenditure plan as cleanup sites.
We're learning case by case on a number of the sites what has been
disposed in these landfills, and this isn't all just household
hazardous waste, there have been illegal disposal in some of these
in the past by industry, also.

I wish we did have an exact answer

to that, but we don't.
CHAIRWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

And actually, though, can't we

sort of determine now or guess that most of these municipal
landfill sites are going to end up on the Superfund cleanup list
because we're not providing any kind of adequate and proper
disposal means for these individuals who are generating either
small quantities or household hazardous materials.
So, I guess the point is that, I feel there is a real
urgency for us to not only meet the needs of the households, but
also to meet the ne

s of those small generators, which whether

they're small business or whatever
on the Chairman's

are.

stion, at this

important that we disti

concerned about is collecting all
maybe initial

we

int I don't think it's so

tween

i

And so, following up

two.

What we're

se hazardous materials, and

to just

rs

t we're going to

accept all of these small quantities no matter where they came
from, and then maybe work towa
MR. ALLEN:

some kind of a separation.

I am very

plans that are going to be

ful,
ng in are

fr

ly, that the 2948
ing to give us a lot

better handle on what the actual waste steams are and some of the
proposals by the counties for

ling the problem that you're
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describing.

I know a number of these plans are going to have

recommended criteria set up and possibly, at least, areas
described for transfer stations as well as household hazardous
waste collection points.

I'm hopeful that through that rather

massive and very excellent planning effort, that we're going to
get a much better handle on, which of the waste streams possibly
can be

combine, which are decent sites for transfer stations that

can handle both small business and small generators, as well as
potential sites for the collection areas for household hazardous
waste.

I would hate for us to leap into a situation where we

would say yes,

just combine everything at this point in a

household hazardous waste collection program.

I think that would

be unwise, given the wide diversity of waste streams that we're
talking about.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

First, I'm not talking about

mixing chemicals.
MR. ALLEN:

No, no.

I realize you're not.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

No.

I'm just talking about

collecting them in their containers.
MR. ALLEN:

I

I know.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

I understand what you mean. Yes.
Ms. Eastin.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:

With all due respect though,

there has been quite a delay at the department in terms of
approving the counties plans.

Is that not correct?

Under the

2948 process certainly my counties are telling me there's been
quite a delay in your department.
MR. ALLEN:

I think there have been delays on two or
-
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three of the plans I don't know exactly how many.
just been in this position two weeks.

And again, I've

But in my region I think we

had 35 county plans that we were looking at and I think two or
three of those were delayed by about a month.

I think all of the

county plans have been reviewed in draft now and the comments are
out.

But I

think there was a delay of at least one or two months,

perhaps three months on one or two of the plans.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:

Well, my county was considerably

more than a month.

MR. ALLEN:

Was it?

Yes.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:
MR. ALLEN:

Okay

ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:
that, well, I

Alameda County was.

And I, frankly, have concerns

think it's one of the genuses, if you will, of

having 58 counties is that you
cat, as it were.

58 different ways to skin a

t

At some point, it seems to me the role of the

state is to routinize this

systemize it in a way, and in fact,

that the department should take a leadership r
counties.

Some counties li

provide the kind of
like L.A.

Alpine are not as well equipped to

rough planni

It seems to me

t

of we hope, and it is

in this area as a county

re -- you know -- I

hear a lot

that, and it seems like the Department

of Health Services has a role s
leadership role and maki

58 excellent plans to

e in assisting

sure

t beyond
t

al

in taking a

58 counties come up with
problems we've

en

discussing.
MR. ALLEN:

re is much beyond hope in that regard and
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the state does have, the department has a very key role in the
Tanner Planning Process.
of those county plans.

We will be approving or disapproving all
We also, under AB 650 will be coming up

with a state hazardous waste management plan which definitely will
be looking at all of these issues.
I guess I'm looking more at the short term right now in
terms of what we can do.

Ted indicated earlier about trying to

routinize the permitting and the variance procedures.
working on that.

We're

The resource estimate that you asked for,

essentially relates to what we're calling a permit streamlining
program that Ted described.

Trying to determine how we can

essentially streamline the process for various types of waste
streams, and in particular, this one, household hazardous waste,
how can we streamline that process so that a county has a very,
you know, almost to fill in the blank, kind of an approach to
being able to come up with a permanent collection program as well
as single day collection type of programs.

And we, again, this is

not in our top five priorities for this fiscal year, as Ted
indicated, but we definitely will be getting back to you with the
resource allocation that we would, perhaps, need to make that a
priority immediately.
But again, this is something that is on the drawing
board, so to speak, in the department, and I wish we had enough
resource to go around to have that the highest priority or one of
the higher priorities this year, but we don't.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

We are going to have to move along.

Mr. Rauh.
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MR. RAUH:

Yes.

The next question was, how is the

department advising household collection programs to handle
dioxin-bearing wastes.
Basically, at this current time centers were generally
not accepting dioxin-based waste until very recently and we have
had a change in which now under the state program non-RCRA dioxin
containing waste can be 1

fill

wastes are lab

we are advising collection centers now

ck

in certain facilities if the

of this possible, well, of this actual change.
But, basically, the requirements in the standardized
variance and permit, require
understand how to manage

t the local agency be or
se types of waste.

And certainly

understand how to lab pack these kinds of contaminants if they're
received.

So that's currently what's happening with dioxin-based

wastes or latent wastes.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. RAUH:

Okay.
an expert here who can comment more

We

if you have any specific questions about it.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

You see we've questioned everything

else and I think we all notice the time.
MR. RAUH:

1 right.

next had to do with paints

and surface coatings.
I think the issue here was
given.

They are specified.

t kind of direction is

I think there are some difficulties

for these types of centers handling large amounts and baring types
of paints and coatings.

If they attempt to mix them they may not

be able to come up with a product that is either usable for a fuel
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or that it can be recombined in a usable form as a paint.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

What does the department do to help,

to assist the county or a collection center?
MR. RAUH:

Well, basically, now we prescribe that

ints

are a toxic waste and that they should most generally be handled
I think what we're telling them now is to manage it and handle
it themselves, dispose of it themselves, not try to either become
a blending center or to try to mix materials for reuse because we
think it's too difficult for them in these kinds of centers,
especially in a one day type setting, to be able to match all the
chemicals up and make sure they have either a usable product for
either end, either use.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Well, do you assist those centers or

the counties with any information about the dangers, the dangers
of explosion, the dangers of mixing chemicals, mixing some of this
waste?

Do you do that?
MR. RAUH:

Yes.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Does that go along with your

variance?
MR. RAUH:

Yes it does.

Part of the variance there is a

requirement that there be a discussion and understanding between
the county and the state of what types of materials they are going
to be handling and they are prohibited from taking some.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Half the PY is going to discuss with

all those people, all those various collection distributors?
MR. ALLEN:

I think a clarification there.

As I

indicated, once a county has gotten a variance for running a one
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day collection program, after that it
process.

comes a much more routine

And I don't know how many out of this 50 or 60 per year

are kind of

first time

r

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
en only a c

e of

hazardous waste was

I

would suspect not too many.

Well,

ars

the Department of Heal

we've talked

,

, it's just new.

t Solid Waste Mana

It's
Board and

Services recognized that a great deal of
into our solid waste landfills.

i

it in this c

even paid any attention.

And

ttee for years before anyone

So, I don't think that every county has

done this several times.
MR. ALLEN:

No, no.

guess what I was getting at, and

I

your question kind of, I think,
nearly enough to do the ki
to.

And what I am

su

lf

ct

t

ve

to a

for their next

r

few

fix on that number.

it once, it becomes a very routine,

en
almost

a variance

a

don't

've

y only a handful of

first time through, where we

re it's

al

just,

that Ted was referring

t half PY, pr

those are counties

But once

of dial

sting is that probably out of those 50 or

60 variances we

t

related to half a PY not being

f

of process to get

ollection

those are -- Karen

So
mi

d

I

want to

speak on this.
MS. KAREN WOODHOUSE:
Department of Heal

Servi es.

include a lot of

he

provi

information

the collection cent

Karen
a

se with the

f of PY also does not
answer

rters st ff
bo

househol

s.
5

r

the

stions and
le running

For instance, we have a resource recovery unit that
spends some bit of time answering questions about how people can
recycle hazardous waste.

And they have in the past look at some

of the problems with recycling paints both for use as a fuel and
for use as a salable product in a paint.
Additionally, we have staff that answer questions about
waste classification, and that is, if I have this type of paint or
this type of surface coating is it a hazardous waste, this is
what is in it.
And so, the people that provide this information are not
counted in that half a PY.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

If I have something in my garage, I

would call the Department of Health Services.
MS. WOODHOUSE:

Is that what ...

Well, many people do, many people

direct -CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

No, no.

Those people that you've

just ...
MS. WOODHOUSE:

That we receive.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MS. WOODHOUSE:

... you've just described.

Yes.

We deal quite a bit with

householders that do call in and have questions about the type of
product they're using and the ingredients that are in it and
whether it's a hazardous waste and how it can be managed properly.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MS. WOODHOUSE:

You do.

You have many phone calls?

We have many phone calls.

I don't know

how many, particularly, from householders, but we do have one
person in our waste classification unit assigned to the phone at
-
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all times to answer questions that come in from industry and from
householders and from local governments about classification
issues.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Ms. La Follette.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

Yes.

I'm a little bit

unclear as to what you're advising the regions regarding the
disposal of left over

int.

exactly what to do

it.

MR. RAUH:

It

like you hadn't decided

Well. I thi

at this point, the waste

collection centers are disposing of it as they would do any other
toxic waste acco

i

to requirements.

What I was trying to get

at in my comments were, and I thought that the question was
whether these centers on a one day basis should try to do more
with this material than just have it ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:
MR. RAUH:

... collect it and

d

they try to blend?
things?

I

ink

this point, is that

Collect it.
it disposed.

some of these other

to

t

t we've come to the conclusion of, at least at
re pr

ly isn't enough sophistication in

all the centers to try to do

se ki

of

complexity of the

s of paint materials

we're basically s

, pr

been through it a

Should

ings because of the
mi

receive.

So

not a good idea, unless you've

r of times and

ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE

have
I

expertise.

d think that could be

very hazardous in itself.
MR. RAUH:

t's correct.

that are approved for these

centers
-

52

thin the operation plans
ere are barely specific

requirements, that if there is any uncertainty about the chemical
or the constituency of a can or other container, they don't do
anything with it until they've tested it, and they know what it
is.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

I guess you've said, each of

these centers do not have that ability.
knowledge, that expertise.

They do not have that

So, what do they do?

Then they

transport it someplace else to be tested.
MR. RAUH:

Well, I think, typically, they'd take a

sample there and have it tested.

They operate differently

depending on how long the center is in operation.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

We'll be hearing from various

counties and they can describe their programs.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

Yes, but I would think that

the Department of Health Services would still maintain some of the
liability in association with that part of

it sounds to me like

we're talking about more than just being a collection place.
We're then talking about another step, the next step.

Not just

disposal, but a lot that has to do with a lot of expert knowledge,
and I think there is where a lot of liability questions come into
play.
MR. RAUH:

Well, I think, at this point, with respect to

these one day collection centers, we're suggesting that they be
collection disposers, that they not go beyond that in the form of
additional treatment or blending or something of that sort.

I

think that's what we're generally suggesting at this point.
MR. ALLEN:

Some of the smaller counties, the ones that
-
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do not have hazardous waste experts on their staff, typically do
contract with a hazardous waste firm to assist them at the site on
the collection day, and so, there is expertise there.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
expertise,

Yes, and we should be providing that

I think, but we don't.

I mean, I suppose we do in some

cases.
MR. ALLEN:

Yes.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. RAUH:

Let's try to rap it up.

ink we've covered indirectly in my and

I

other responses the final question
the Waste Management Board.
unless there are

So, that really concludes our remarks
stions.

r

0

ich was our relationship with

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Ms. Eastin.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:

Just one quick question.

curious to know where we are and I
Waste Board representative.
guidelines

r 2448 fo

household hazar

s waste pr

MR. ALLEN:

probably should ask this to the

But, in so

rei

I'm

r as developing the

rsement of cities and counties for
rams.
I

1 r

t would have to be

i

addressed to the Board.
MR. RAUH:
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
witness

11

Hers

very
General

Our next
r of the Sanitary

Fill Company from San Francisco.

MR. EUGENE
I'd like to re

r to

We'll start

ri

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

a few handouts that

presentation.
Marian.
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The ser

ant will take care

of that.

Ms. La Follette will Chair.
MR. HERSON:

It's a pleasure to be here.

I don't know,

is this mike on?
CHAIRWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:
MR. HERSON:

Yes it is.

My name is Eugene Herson, I'm the General

Manager of Sanitary Fill Company, we're the disposal contractor
for the city and county of San Francisco.
On my left is Larry Sweetser who is our Environmental
Compliance Program Manager and who has spent the last five years
on the household hazardous waste issue for us.

So we've been into

this for almost five years at this point.
Sanitary Fill is a subsidiary of Nor Cal Solid Waste
Disposal Systems, and we operate for about 25 to 30 cities in
Northern California and service, I think, seven counties in part
or in total.
My background just for one minute.

I'm a Civil

Engineer, a Professional Engineer by trade, by education.
CPA by hobby, but I am a garbage man by choice.

I am a

So, I just wanted

to make sure we know where I'm coming from.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. HERSON:
personal biases.

Well rounded background.

Well-rounded background.

Just as some

I think if you look through this program that

we'll be presenting to you today, you'll notice some personal
goals in there, one, that we've been impatient for the state to
resolve a

lot of the issues that you've heard today.

So we have

proceeded with our money and with the cities money, at this point
in time.

Two, we agreed it had to be done well because of the
- 55 -

overriding health and environmental concerns when we start talking
about hazardous waste.

Three, we had to make it simple.

to be something that works
personal

and routinely.

i

and generally,

It has

Four, I,

considered the state an obstacle in

doing a lot of these things.

So I think you'll see that.

mean to pick on any state agencies, but I

I don't

understand that you

wanted some bluntness today, so I'm going to be prepared to give
it.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. HERSON:
integrated basis.

Good.

Five, we've approached this on an

Everybody uses the word "integrated" in this

decade, but, essentially, there's three issues that we see that
are coupled together, and it's hard to draw boundary lines between
them:

one, the household hazardous waste issue; two, the small

quantity generator issue; three, the waste acceptance control
programs, or exclusionary pr

rams, that the federal government

requires.
That's the attempt to
gets into our 1

fills

make sure that good garbage

quote, "not bad".

tied toge

r, because

tter j

materials,

more

we're

deal

i

at screening our
to

to

1 out and

th, and vice ve sa

a

So, we've 1
combine

we

And those are all

is al

t

t ef

rt trying to

se three programs.
What we

i

zardous waste collection

now is a
ci i

I've handed out a picture,

I thi
-
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rmanent

sehold

It exists in San Francisco.
a picture is worth a

thousand words.
We are under a variance from the Department of Health
Services but it is not a one day facility,
year, every week of that year.
three days a week.
a variance.
community.

it is open 52 weeks a

It operates eight hours a day,

So, it's a permanent facility operating under

It is a partnership between the company and the
When I say we throughout this discussion, we is really

the city and county of San Francisco, the Hazardous Materials
Advisory Committee, the Tanner Committee, Sanitary Fill Company
itself, a disposal contractor, as well as the citizens.

So this

has had a lot of public support and public involvement.

It never

could have been sold by one agency.

It's gone to the Board of

Supervisors many times on various policy issues over the years,
and that's essentially how we've gotten where we are.
The facility provides San Francisco residents with a
permanent, safe means of disposing of their hazardous waste.

It's

designed and constructed to what the term of the trade would be, a
TSDF facility.

We think it's one of the finest TSDF facilities in

the state, but it is limited only to household hazardous waste, no
other type of waste can go in there.

Although, being conservative

we've designed it to the full extent of the law.
It is a joint effort between the city.

It's jointly

operated, it's jointly designed, and I'll actually go through and
give you -- I'd like to go through and give you an idea of what
agency has what part of the operations.
In a summary, Sanitary Fill has a day to day operations,
provide the personnel, the crew, and the programs.
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The city

assumes the role of generator and inspection, and actually signs
each manifest as it goes out.

We assume the role of packaging the

waste and preparing them for shipment.
of where we are.

A brief summa
operation since Janua

We've been in

21st, of this year.

We've

en increasing

our programs and our communication with the community.
before you an orange brochure

i

You have

is a brochure by the city and

county of San Francisco, they are called "Cans and Cannots" which
went to every homeowner in the city, and you have associated with
it, a billing insert that we bill every resident in San Francisco
and every business.

So that billing insert has gone out twice and

it will go out again

ce in the next six months to each

resident.
During the first six months of our operation, we've had
almost 25,000 indivi

1 containers of "hazardous waste" come in.

That could be a pint, to a quart, to five gallons.
participants vary.

We track every single vehicle coming in by zip

code so we know what
their

rt of

and we track a

us to do a better j

in i

next

ars.

roughout

city it comes from.
le se ies of in
ementi

On our first six mon
partici

ts were

rmation that allows

s program further

of

ration, 11 percent of our

60.

So

ss

I

for being mo e conscious for
We've asked

and 51 percent

We track

30, where 24 percent were over 60, and the

balance were between 30
awa

The

heard it

60 year olds get

se

've heard about
the

r
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of issues.
program,

rbage company inserts,

20 through newspapers, 12 by word of mouth, 6 by the city
agencies, 4 by radio, 4 by television, and 3 by other.
We have had about 58 percent of the material coming in
to date has been paint, both water base and oil base paint.

About

12 percent have been oil products and solvents and aerosols.

Ten

percent oil products.

About 18 percent has been a combination of

pesticides, cleaners, waxes, polishers, auto materials.

And about

two percent has been a combination of asbestos, wood products,
batteries, medicine, and cosmetics.
The average number of paint containers received per day,
is over 200.
day.

we receive over 200 individual paint containers per

Some full some half full.

One of the programs I'll describe

is how we're managing this waste, and in fact, ...
The point I should make right now, one of the goals in
implementing this program from the cities perspective.

City and

the Board of Supervisors of San Francisco have had major influence
into the direction and guidance that we as a company has taken.
And that guidance has essentially said, that we should avoid
landfilling these waste at all cost.

So we have a bias in our

system that if we have to incur a higher cost and anticipate it to
recycle and reuse these waste, we will.
separate oil and water base paints.

And as an example, we now

We are now going to be

starting this month separating by color water-based paints.

We

have an agreement to send those paints down to Los Angeles where
they are reprocessed.
send them.

We buy back every single gallon of paint we

We pay for the cost both ways.

paint free of charge.

And we distribute the

A lot of it is now being used by the Police
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Department for graffiti cover, for

and boy scouts, and we've

actually generated a demand for this that exceeds our paint
ability to supply.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

I need to ask some

questions.
MR. HERSON:

Yes.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:
great and you're real
MR. HERSON:

Your rapid fire delivery is

telling us a lot ...
I

a lot to cover.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

Yes. Okay.

Now this last

you're recycling this paint, you're bearing that expense, you're
still coming out ahead, obviously, or you still wouldn't be in the
business.
MR. HERSON:

Well, we'll discuss how the program is

financed.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

Okay.

You did say that your

program is limited to household hazardous waste.
MR. HERSON:

That is correct.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:
something about small
MR. HERSON:

But yet you've said

sinesses also
We

ing ...

loped a long range plan that

includes the triad, the three elements that we feel, as a
community we have to

t toge

The first is, household,

r to totally solve the problem.
second is small quanti

, and the

third is a waste acceptance control program, into concluding
training all of our garbage collectors.
the waste acceptance control program.
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We

already started

It officially goes into

effect November 1, of this year.

The household was started in

January, and we have a goal of sometime this year to see if we
could possibly put a small quantity generator program together.
When the Tanner Committee in San Francisco went out and
discussed, as you know, under that program, the issue of these
type of waste, we had almost a riot on our hands, because we had
small businesses and San Francisco has a large number of small
businesses.

Percentage wise, we don't have a lot of hazardous

waste as we look at other counties total, but if you look at
percentage wise, the majority of our waste comes through small
quantity generators.

And they want the rights to use the same

kind -- their thrust of the message was -- they want the rights to
use the same kind of facility that you have a picture before you
by the households.

They feel they don't have the ability, the

technical expertise, and they clearly don't understand state
statutes.

And they feel it's a county obligation, and thus it

becomes our obligation as their agent for disposal, to deal with
these problems.

And we've taken that for a fact and have tried to

put programs together to go after it.
small quantity yet.

We haven't resolved the

we hope to come back to the state with a

program similar to the household within the next six months.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Okay.

One last question.

Who

provides the pickup as part ...
MR. HERSON:

Our companies.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. HERSON:

Your company.

We manage the entire waste stream,

collection, transfer and disposal.
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One of the programs, one of

the issues here, is that before you educate either the household
people or small quantities, you better make sure that you have a
place to deal with these waste and a mechanism to deal with these
waste because they are going to scream.

They are our customers,

and we simply cannot tell them we cannot accept under state law
your waste.

We cannot do that.

So we have attempted with the

city to try to put these programs ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

You don't believe that curbside

screening is all that perfect, do you?
MR. HERSON:

Well, I think what was referred to us

essentially is our program, I think, is curbside screening.

We

have trained all of our refuse collectors to look at the waste.
We have a neighborhood cleanup program which is a free disposal
program jointly done with the city for garbage.

And we screen

that material and we even have a protocol and a procedure to
respond to materials that have to be left behind.

There are

mechanisms to deal with us. Yes.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
Eastin has a question.
early part of

r

I came in late and I di

testi

that collects all of
MR. HERSON:
there are

ree c

One more question and then Ms.

Are

or the company

so id was
In the ci

?

and county of San Francisco
rate

ies

't hear the

r

a franchise system

and for lack of

tter words, or in essence a quasi public

utili

We

a formal rate-setti

proceedi

s.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

board, and we have formal

so, you collect the solid
-
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waste ...
MR. HERSON:

We collect all of the waste, yes.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. HERSON:

... besides the household hazard.

Yes.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Yes.

Okay.

Ms. Eastin has a

question.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:

One other question.

You had

said you were operating under a seven day a week variance.
MR. HERSON:

No we're operating under a permanent

variance.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:
MR. HERSON:

Permanent variance.

Yes.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Permanent variance

INAUDIBLE.

Not a permit, a permanent variance.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:

Why not a permit?

Why not a

permanent permit?
MR. HERSON:

If you give me a few minutes I'll try to

put the puzzle together for you.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:
MR. HERSON:

•

Okay, thank you.

because I think it's an interesting story.

I wanted to give you some background now.

We have

as~ed

a series of questions of the people using the facility, and 97
percent said they would use it again.

Now remember that facility

is free of charge to San Francisco residence.
San Francisco residence into that facility.

We do not allow non
And the reason for

that is not the state, the reason for that is contractual
limitations and the fact that the rate payers of San Francisco are
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paying for the cost of this program and that the city and county
of San Francisco is assuming the generatorship role.
When we looked at this program three years ago and we
ther,

wanted to put a facility

in, we started from the

bias, that before we could really properly address the household
hazardous waste issue, we had to have a permanent collection
facility.

We had to have a facility that we could store the waste
put in enough safeguards and

legally and properly, that we cou

controls, and that we could process the waste to avoid simply
Because that

putting in a lab pack and sending it to a landfill.
wasn't our goal.

1 was to keep it out of the landfill.

Our

this program with not a lot of

So we went ahead

answers and we went to the state, the Department of Health
Services with a request for a variance.

We applied for that

variance in the beginning of 87, we work
Department of Health Services,

c

cooperative.

And we were g

So I

facili

a variance in October of 1987,
ld

za

lf a

have
is

in our

in on

TSDF facility wi

a one

ar pe

r one year.

a

enough commitment
payers

t they

believe the facility

llars to build a
i

I

most others, full
of this

at
n

to

i

But

cility for one

s waste
1 ion

calendar year I'm not sure
variance was

t, exceptionally

to s

to operate a permanent
ar.

regional office who were

rative, I

exceptional

extensively with the

re was e

cause our
sentiment and

citizens of San Francisco
d

11

i

f

roach.

I

our rate

really don't

closed down, but, clearly, it's an
-
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issue that we do face for the next couple of months.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:

Yes.

Well, I want to talk about the

economics of this, because as a business person there are a lot of
businesses that given that level of risk, one year permit would
not make it very wise to spend a half a million dollars. Is that
not accurate?
MR. HERSON:

That's true.

That's very accurate.

And

clearly what we've done in San Francisco, and we represent a lot
of other counties and cities, I don't think we'd be able to do
other places right now without better definitions and more
permanent structures.

I don't honestly believe in my heart the

facility will ever be closed down.

The demand for it and the

service that it provides is here to stay.
with that understanding.

But we went to the city

There are other reasons why we are

prepared to do that, and they go back to my triad.

We ultimately

are going to have to deal with small quantities and we're going to
have to cite a facility and I believe that facility will in
essence be expanded in terms of it's permits.

Third, is like I

said, the issue of the waste acceptance control programs.

If

we're truly going to start screening the waste that comes out of

I

transportation landfills, we need a physical spot, a secure spa
that we can safely manage and handle those waste, even if we store
it for only 90 days.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. HERSON:

Mr. Herson.

Yes.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

With a variance, with a one day

variance, I doubt that there would be an inspection.
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With a one

year variance -- you know

a pe

criteria, there are inspections.

t you have to meet certain

I am delighted that you have

this program, and

t you have this facili

care of this waste.

But, if eve

to pick up and take
cided to cite a

facility like this had a one

ar, two

we would be back in the same

sition as we are now with other

interim permit programs
getting away with

re

ar, five year variance,

re is no in

ing almost

i

ction, people are

, and the state just looks

the other way.

Now, you know, I thi

it's exciting that you have

this facility.

I would love to see this kind of facility in every

county or many facilities such as yours, but, I'm curious.

Does

the Department ...
MR. HERSON:

Yes.

Can

I

answer that.

When we went

ahead with this program it was clear to all of us that we were
going to be living in a fish bowl, and everything we did would be
public.

So, clearly, we went overboard, in terms of the design,

in terms of the staffing, and in terms of the inspection and
controls.

And, in fact, we worked,

over that, in fact, we worked
city that, physically, eve

cause I was very concerned

an

rate

single

reement with the
to be inspected,

we have to agree to certain protocols,

y problem with

that is we're spending a lot more money than we probably should
be, but it's a very elaborate since of cent ols.
the point to agree to s
would staff

cific levels of training

facili

specific

permitted to
chemist.

Othe

se,

We even went to

is

operate

t

cili

is
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people who

lifications.
cili

I am not

is other than a

rated by chemist.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Would you be comfortable if that one

year or five year variance were given to someone that you felt,
personally, to a facility that didn't feel as strongly about you
at handling it carefully.

Would you feel comfortable that the

state would be inspecting often enough to -- I mean -- I'm not
comfortable.
MR. HERSON:

I'm not comfortable with it, and I doubt

that we'd be doing this in any other county until the state
establishes specific permitting procedures.
We viewed this as a test.

No doubt about that.

What I'm suggesting is not the norm,

but the exception, and that hopefully, the type of information and
the things we've learned can be used to speed up the process so
other communities could implement these programs as well as our
other communities.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Well, perhaps your standards are

high enough so that, maybe, you will have done the department a
favor and then make their job easier.
MR. HERSON:
continue to inspect us.

Well, the state has inspected us and will
And you have to remember, one last thing,

is that this is a partnership with the city and county of San
Francisco and technically, the city and county of San Francisco is
the applicant and the operator of the facility, we are their
agents.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Yes.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:
were talking about before.

Ms. Eastin.

This really goes back to what we

I mean, when we essentially heard

testimony there wasn't a real demand yet for these kinds of
-
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permitting.

I'm hearing there is a demand, understanding what I
companies invest their capital, most

understand about how priva
companies will not risk a
permit. I mean, on

lf a million dollars for a one year

one hand, we

risk to the state of

not properly monitoring, and on the other hand, we

the risk

to the state that no one else will want to do this.
you to make this ki

of

We're asking

front financial investment without any

longer term
MR. HERSON:

Again, you know, this is a complex industry

in the state of California and that individual relationships and
franchises, and contracts are radically different from community
to community

Each community has to address this on an individual

basis and find a package that meets their needs.

There is not

going to be an easy uniform solution that you're going to have a
crystal box and throw it out to everybody.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

There has to be a permitting

process.
MR. HERSON:

s to

It

has to go and

r

a
t.

rmitting process and it
In San Francisco we operate

under a rate making

sis, not

different than a city or

county in terms of

ir rate structures

actually go through a series of
the citizens to so testi
agree, in essence, to

for

of

ts.

So we

arings, invited to all

We present

paid for by, essentially, a
per month fee on

ic

ir

or not.

se programs, and we
In this case, it was

st a ten cent per capita,

r horne,

ir regular refuse rate, that's how this

particular program was financed.

It's a little less than that.
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The variance we received though, was quite elaborate and
had specific limitations.

We could only take household waste.

There's only a one year pilot project.
for greater than 90 days.

We could have no storage

We could have no treatment of hazardous

waste, which could severely limit the amount of recycling one
could do.

We could only limit the 40 drum storage.

The city had

to conduct periodic inspections no greater than a month and sign
off on those.

We had no voluntary receipt of specific types of

products.
During the last year there have been changes to our
variance, and the Department of Health Services has been very
helpful in allowing us to make minor changes that enable us to do
and achieve our goals in recycling and reuses.
One of them is, for instance, in consolidating paints
and solvents.

So we now can consolidate paints and solvents,

blend them, which is essentially not to get complicated here,
pouring one can of paint into a bigger can of paint.

And we are

now achieved about an 80 percent recycling rate or reuse.

About

80 percent of the products coming in are not landfilled they are
put in alternate uses.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Mrs. La Follette.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:
question, again.
schedule.

I'm sorry, I need to ask a

Would you explain your procedure for your rate

Could you explain that more clearly?
MR. HERSON:

Okay.

what's called a rate board.

In our particular case we have
It is no different then what PG&E

would go through or any other public utility.
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We have to apply

se programs.

for a rate request to justify any of

There has to

be a minimum of three major public hearings over a series of five
months.

The Director of Public Works has to evaluate the program,

prepare a report to the

ief Administrative Officer, and it then

has to go to the rate board itself.

And they look at the

objectives and the goals and the cost of these type of programs
before they approve them.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

Yes.

And so, then what is

the cost for each household, then?
MR. HERSON:

The costs that we're approved is about

seven cents per month on each persons monthly garbage bill.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:
MR. HERSON:

Seven cents.

Seven cents.
Yes.

Okay.

Now in San

Francisco, that seven cents generates hundreds of thousands of
dollars per

ar.

If you would take that seven cents and

translate it to a rural community it would only generate hundreds
of dollars.

So, we have to

careful how we use dollars in

programs like this.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:
MR. HERSON:
area

th 700,000 resi

dollar or your

Right.

San Francisco is a very ti

s, so

t geographical

to do more wi

your

r unit card.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN La FOLLETTE

Actually it's sort of an

ideal location for this as a pilot project.
MR. HERSON:
questions.

We operate

effort is in terms of

ick

cause I

know you have a lot of

facility, we staff it.

The cities

ic education, they have to select for
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er, we have to abide by

s waste

za

dis

arran
mani

sal of hazardous waste.
in

s

ir contract.
Th

si

ct the facility constantly.

joint res

sibilities are overall

anni

pilot program waste minimization and emergency res
said, ea

rson that comes into the facili

incl

si

e.

As I

s a

et

ich

te, his vehicle license, his drivers name,

zip c

we make each person who comes into

is

cili

sign the following statement:
certi

I

se

that the waste

I

am delivering today at the

ld

zardous waste collection facili

d

in the city of San Francisco,

s

are waste from a
that none of

se

waste result from a business or commercial enterprise nor from a
s

d outside the city limits.
date and sign these.
We mi

Okay.

t ask quickly, and I've done it quick
the company went into

i

s

is,

ich I'd like to quickly

, over

re were seven

over .

One, it

a cont actual concern that we of a c
1

11 take all reas

f

s

re

ts

mate ial
to se

i

zardous waste is

Two, it allows us to

of

r

ste management requirement on
ce wi

an opportuni
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we can retu n
coun

is issue.

to safely dis

ive, it meets the demands of the

s

rarily store

ee, it meets the obligations of

provides re i
waste.

rts to control

we cannot accept at our facili

r.

za dous

ld

e ef

s with our

neral

Four, it
se of
lie to

ir

provide this type of program and the educational information
that's associated with it.

We have a hotline within the city and

we are distributing educational information.
that, that's their part of the partnership.

The city is doing
It reduces the

potential for sanitation worker injuries on our part because they
are our employees, and lastly, it meets the provision in a generic
form of the low checking programs that you're now seeing
throughout the state.
You asked a number of questions, and I could sit here
and talk for two hours, and I know there are many other people who
want to comment because there are a lot of exciting programs going
on all throughout the state.

I think it's fascinating to watch

private companies, public enterprises, jointly look at these
programs and try to cooperate them.
The county of San Bernardino has a wonderful program and
we've even got a private partnership, public partnership there and
I understand from Larry, that we're going to be exchanging chemist
sometime in the early part of the year.

We're going to send our

chemist down there to see why they do it better than us, and
hopefully,

(inaudible) to come up to us so we can exchange that

kind of information.
Some of the questions you asked real quickly, were the
issue of liability to the homeowner of putting this material on a
road and the highway and having them bring it to us.

That was an

issue that we debated and debated with the hazardous

INAUDIBLE

materials advisory committee, and many members of the public in a
public format.

There was that risk.
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I don't believe that what we

have here is that permanent as this household hazardous waste
centralized collection facility is the answer.
going
that pe

rther.

I mean, we may be

We are now getting demands from the general public

e who don't have vehicles, that people who are

handicapped they want to participate in the program.

So I'm not

sure how we're going to address all those concerns.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. HERSON:

You don't have a pick up then.

We do not have a pick up.

The residents

bring their material in their vehicles to us, okay.
To date, we have had no incidence, and to date we have
had no reportable accident involving these type of materials.

We

have sent out to each homeowner instructions and an informational
fact sheet as to how they should package these materials and how
they should bring it.

The city also has that and we do have a

hotline.
I

believe in the future we are going to have to deal

with some kind of source program on a limited basis or larger.
But as

r as we and the city is concerned, we're going to let

those needs go where they go and let the future tell what they
tell.
r, one of the reasons this could work in San
Francisco, is we're a very small geographical area.

If we were

county of Los Angeles, the county of Riverside, and you're
talking about driving an hour, obviously, this type of program
could not be duplicated.

All right.

We are pleased with the variance.

We are pleased the

state allowed us to go ahead and try these programs.
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we
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One of the

reasons we started out our program by having the residents come to
us, is that chemist, in many cases, has to play detective.

And

having the resident there and asking them when did you use this
product, what did you use it for, answers many of those questions
to start us down that generic trail.

So, that's one of the issues

we're discovering in a day to day operation.
The second major issue that somehow we're all going to
have to face is, what is a hazardous waste?

When somebody brings

in a pint of waste and it's 2/3 empty and has a thick paint crud
on it, and if you scratch the paint crud with a pencil or a
screwdriver and you pour it, it's technically hazardous.
level of controls are we going to go down to?

At what

What is the minimum

quantity that we have to look at when we address hazardous waste?
Those are some of the operational issues that we face.
You asked another question, with regard to community
response.

The response has been excellent; it's not as much as I

would like, in terms of participation levels.
nomenon:

We do find some

One phenomena is pooling; we do find people who are

being good citizens and go down the block and volunteer to carry
stuff

•

tri

r other people in their house.
to

ress.

That's an issue that we've

We have gone, in terms of the community

response and expansion, in terms of looking at education, and that
has really been the thrust of the program.
You asked another question, with regard to state
assistance to local governments and private parties on this.
guess

I

main thrust that I want to get across here is

definitions.

I think we all need help in definitions; definitions
-
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te

finitions as to

t are

t ons as to what are minimum
how ..

we run

rols, wi
cific li
into this
d,

se

state
tations on materials
cility, even within a

cause

can't, once you

small-quantity generator in the
to accept this material."

You

to go out on the curb and leave

i

£ the double haul.
look at some of

se issues; we've

not in others, in terms of
to receive explosives from under
out with the Department of Heal

s

lice

rtments to come and

basis and handle them,
them
tate ne

ck.

So,

re are some

s to help us on,

... We tal ked

t

t ...

Lastly, I'd love to answer

t

8 % to 90% of

t
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real

users of our
to

rate.

that there is such a thing as a (inaudible) generator,

We do fi

that individual who wants to avoid the complexities or any other
necessities.

ify and deal with it.

to i

t

and

In fact, we've worked up a program with the City, to
We believe that the household

small-quantity generators are tied together, because there

are many consistencies in the type of products that are coming
about.
I think a story would illustrate that ... we don't accept
solvents and use paints from any commercial source; we only accept
it from households.

Yet, I know for a fact, that some of the

painters in the City-- and Americans are very clever, all of us
are now going to their customers and requiring their customers
to take ownership of the spent solvents and the leftover paint,
and are giving them our brochure and saying, "You can carry it
to the City's household hazardous waste facility, and get rid
of it le

1

; I

can't."

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
ca e we

I thought they were being nice, in

a chip or something ...
MR. HERSON:

... No ...

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. HERSON:

... No ...

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. HERSON:

... No? ...

... No.

... They weren't being nice? ...
So, we're really taking what, by

finition, may be a commercial small-quantity source, and putting
it into a

sehold source.
We're really excited over what we've done; we've

generated a lot of enthusiasm by both employees and the people of
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San Francisco.
these ( i

I was pleased to have the opportunity to present

ible) ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

. .. Thank you very much ...

ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:

... Just one quick question,

please?
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Yes.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:

When your permit runs out

your

variance runs out -- at the end of the year, are you going to be
allowed to apply for a permanent permit?
MR. HERSON:
with DOHS.

We are in the process of exploring that

DOHS has informed us that they will extend the

variance until we can come in with that formal (inaudible) ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:

... But, at some point, we ought

to get DOHS back up here and find out why they permitted
(inaudible) and have not permitted you ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
pe

t

... Well, if he hasn't applied for a

..

ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:

r a

to

t.

MR. HERSON:
em wi

p:r

s forwa
se

. .. It sounds like you would like

Is that not correct?
I

think ... ! don't think we can solve the

t having a defined, simple permit procedure that
t allows all the counties and the cities to build
s of facilities.

Not every county needs a centralized

facility of this magnitude; not every county needs a permanent
facil

But, clearly, when you look at the state needs, there

are a

r of things that have to be built ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

... Since you raised the
-
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question.

You
MR

' t applied for a permit?
HERSON:

... We applied for a variance to operate

this facili
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

... And now you're going to apply

an extension?
MR. HERSON:

Yes.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:

Would you like to apply for a

permit?
MR. HERSON:
working

Of course.

Yes.

We will be.

We are

th DOHS now, to do that.
One of the understandings was that the information that

I've te

red to you today would be public, and that, hopefully,

the type of questions that we're all looking for ... We could
provide those answers, along with some of the other programs that
are

ing on.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

think

iss

Thank you very much.

... If you have the opportunity, I would

for a tour of the facility.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

All right.

Thank you.

'11 have one more witness before lunch.
ris e son
De
Coun

I

s like a very good program ...

MR. HERSON:
invite

Right.

Diane

is the Program Leader for the Household Program,

rtment of Environmental Health Services, San Bernardino
That sa long title ... (LAUGHTER) ... I stumbled over that

one.
MS. DIANE CHRISTENSON:
for

First of all, thank you very

nviting me to share some of the details about San
-
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State
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in

Thi

Sou
i

ility

about

ca
f

egions and
t

on.

, in

s se

rtment

rt

as a cleari
r in

of calls from other counties

we rece

tate of California

rmation.

I

re of a

t's

s

rmat onal netwo k

coun

se

state,

unfortuna
state

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
in

t

all

rmation ...

MS

CHRISTENSON:

I

ink, in

that have

. .. we haven't

, no.

t

t are

rt, the programs

rating

en

a lot

a few years, now, seem to

r

practical experience

more information
o

sn't provi

t

they can

re

r counties.
would

ike to address the questions, one at a time ...

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
id plan on

... I'm t

aring over wi

tti

tnesses,
t

have
i

an

,

We still
ar from all of

plans after 1 o'clock.
ari

un il

ar from eve

Is

not ru

to fini

1:30.

t

cause I

t

ink

rs

t
in

1 o'clo

we can ex

testi
eve

cause we

we really want to

as
t

to decide,

lans, and I

t all ri

t

se of
plans for

h.
I'm sor

to have inter
t

to s

it

t led to San Berna
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ted.
ri
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in tia ing
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s
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s waste?

What are
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f
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news

Le

en

llowi

country,

felt

sor that type of a pr

t that we
rces Contra

ram

So,

applied for a grant from the

Boar

launched our p og am

9

0

Duri
c

this time,

ile waiting for

on to become final

De
al

d

1

es

r

n

grant

to receive this

a

t thr

i

r

Sta

ion of a permanent
e us to do some

t

s

i

ts

0

pr
t
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te

s lik
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s.
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. CHRIS

we
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a pe

a

time.

we final

received our permit two years later, in the

spring of 1987.
I think that the permit process was held up because of,
, a low-priority status from the State Department of

possi

Health Services' point of view, in that each time a new person
came on board in their Department, they would hand our permit
application over to them, and they didn't know what to do with it.
So, it just kept changing hands, on and on, down the line, until
finally, we were wondering if this was ever going to happen.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

... What we call, "permit

streamlining".
MS. CHRISTENSON:

Yes, yes.

At any rate, we finally were able to work out all the
details.

We didn't have any kind of an application to go by,

other than the guidelines set down in Title 22, for a Part B
pe

t.

If anybody has ever read that, it's quite an extensive

list of criteria that you need to fill out.

•

Part of my recommendations would be to generate some
ki

of an application form that would be specifically tailored to

permanent household hazardous waste collection centers and,
e

re, eliminate most of the unnecessary questions, but still

give enough background information to be very useful for the state
for our Department to use.
Concerning liability, the County embarked on
household hazardous waste program, knowing that it was alre
li

e for any future landfill clean-ups.

The County owns the

landfills -- 24 of them -- and felt that we already had a
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individual communities -- let me put it that way.
On the day-to-day operation of our County's Household
Program, I feel it's very simple; people do bring their waste in
there, and it's accepted by their fire department personnel or the
County "Ag" people.

We try to track what types of people who come

in, and we try to see what types of advertisement works the best
-- and the education that is going out to the community.

How are

people hearing about us ... ?
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

... How long has the Program been

going on?
MS. CHRISTENSON:

For four years, now.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Okay.

Can you give us some numbers

on the quantity ... ?
MS. CHRISTENSON:

... Well, to date, we've collected

about 11,000 gallons of waste and probably have serviced over
2,000 different homeowners in one-day collections and through the
permanent collection facilities.
These permanent sites have come on, one at a time.

We

still do the one-day collections to boost the awareness of the
permanent sites.

•

So, we may have, say, a permanent site in Rancho

Cucamonga, and we'll do a one-day collection there in the spring,
in conjunction with their clean-up day ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
department?

... It would have to be the fire

Is that ... ?

MS. CHRISTENSON:
department-staffed site.

... Yes, that's a fire
That helps to boost the awareness of all

the collection centers, because we are able to get some articles
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in the newspaper.

Each of the ads states that, if you can't make

it to this particular one-day collection, that this system of six
sites is always avail

e, on a weekly basis.

We feel that trying

to get the word out is probably one of the most difficult things
collection centers are there.

in making people aware that
sometimes feel under-utilized; I
difficulties with

tti

don't know if we're having

the wo

One of the new

We

out.

ings that we have developed is a

curriculum packet for kindergarten through sixth grade elementary
school-aged children.
our department,

We've

success with a health educator in

s gone to all the school districts in the

County -- I believe there are 36 different districts -- and gotten
them all to (inaudible) on this curriculum packet.
If you're familiar with the educational system, it's
very difficult to

t

tea

rs to teach what you want them to

teach, because they are bombarded, continually, with new programs,
and "this

that".

and real

t

ke

al

that
t would

i

rt c

i

Let me talk

gr

s

t

50%

is is a current
ividual

11 benefit the whole

t of the landfill and,

water
t some o

waste

have a slightly different waste stream
receive a

nefit i

, overall,

se

, protecti

educator was able to go in

ram,

is is some

communities

ultimate

pr

sell

ic, and

But, our

f

ste a

hard to gage exactly

of

t we receive.

San Francisco; we

sed motor oil.

It s really

t we receive, because we have

a network of service stations that are set up throughout the
- 86 -

We

County, that also will take used motor oil from customers.

So, in

addition to the education stating that we will accept waste motor
oil, we also hand out lists of stations that are willing to do
that, as well.
About 25% of our waste stream is paint.

I was somewhat

alarmed when the state said that they would encourage people not
to bulk paint.

we have been bulking paint for the last year, and

have had a tremendous amount of success with our latex paint,
which we also send through the same company as sanitary fill.

For

re-processing, it costs us the same amount to have it re-processed
so we can re-distribute a usable product to the community, free of
charge, as it would if we just paid to have it incinerated or
landfilled somewhere.

So, we opted to take the resource recovery

approach and utilize the paint, through the Senior Housing Repair
Program and community services.

All kinds of community projects

are benefiting from the paint.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Now, you're beginning to wonder when

the Department said, "We don't encourage that."
MS. CHRISTENSON:

Well, I haven't received any document

in the mail that tells us to the contrary; so, I guess ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MS. CHRISTENSON:

... I hope not .. .
... (LAUGHTER) ... Anyway, on the

oil-based and solvent-based paints, we have experienced some
difficulties there.

We began bulking those also this last year,

and have found that our oil-based paints contain small amounts of
PCBS.

We test each individual drum separately, and we've shown

amounts anywhere from about 0.3 parts per million, all the way up
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to 2,700 parts per million PCBs, which presents a difficulty in
disposal.
ing less

r

rts

f

is not consider

za

we send those out

r some resource recove

s

is extracted, and then

r PCBS

remai

lieve,

I

the state --

(Inaudible) dioxide

r of

five parts per million are sent

llion PCBs -- which

paints that exceed

incineration, which is very

r

costly, but we want to manage this waste properly.
I caution programs

t aren't doing any testing,

because I would like to know if they're finding similar results.
I notified the EPA in Washington of my findings, that we are
coming upon these types of levels of PCBs in the paints, and they
sent me documentation that stated that, prior to 1978, PCBs were a
very common contaminant of paint pigments.

Until PCBs became

regulated at that time, these pigments were being distributed
widely, and were also being imported from Japan.
paint that we are receiving through
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

So, a lot of the

programs is old ...

... It would make sense that it would

be, too ...
MS. CHRISTENSON:
request assistance from

. . So,
De

t

is one area where we would

rtment o

Health Services, in

conducting a study to find out exact
were, at

time, usi

make it easier to segre

s

se
te

t
f

pi

int manufacturers

s, so that it would

se wastes out, and deal with them

on a separate basis.
The remainder of our waste stream consists of acids that
we send for neutralization, which is a form of treatment, so that

88

we're not landfilling untreated waste.

In addition to that, we

have poisons, pesticides, some flammable adhesives and things of
that nature, as well as oxidizers.
At this time, we're not really operating any kind of a
waste exchange, where we're turning these wastes back to the
public, for obvious liability reasons.

That is something that we

would like some comment from the state on, as well.
I think that with a good screening program, we probably

•

could recover and recycle some more of the wastes.

And that is

our goal, to keep as much out of the landfill systems -- the Class
1 or sanitary landfills.

We're not trying to re-landfill what

we've collected, but to try to recover some resources from that.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MS. CHRISTENSON:

I'm going to ask you to wrap it up.
Okay.

I think the community response to our program has been
very favorable.

we foresee expanding the program to do mobile

collections, where we can reach the remote areas of the desert and
of the valley, where we don't have permanent sites, and where it's
not really economically practical to do one-day collections.

With

a mobile collection, we might be able to go out and pick up, on an

•

appointment basis, or to service shut-ins or handicapped
residents, as well.
The dioxins that we collect are segregated from all the
other waste.

We have been able to landfill these, through

permission from the state, at the Kettleman Hills facility, and at
this point, we really aren't seeing that many come through; I
think we

landfilled only two drums last year -- that's total.
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Again, as far as recommendations, just some open lines
between state Department of Health Services ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MS. CHRISTENSON:

... We got that, clearly ...
... and I can't reiterate that

enough ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

... Well, we certainly understand

that ...
MS. CHRISTENSON:

... I appreciate the time you've given

me to share information about our program.

If you have any

further questions ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

. .. Well, I really commend you--

your County and you -- for doing such a good job.

It sounds

wonderful.
MS. CHRISTENSON:

Thank you.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
notes on those thi

s

Thank you very much.

t you discussed.

We have taken

We also will contact

Department.
S

i Scha

r, Project

r the Household

Hazardous Waste, Or

rtment.

MS. SANDI SCHAFER:
as quick

as

ssi

I'm

e, just to

things that have to

wi

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MS. SCHAFER:

Ms. Schafer.

to try to go through this,

i

int out some of the unique

Or

Can you hear me?
Yes.

You will summarize, won't you?

I will summarize, as

ickly as

possible ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MS. SCHAFER:

... All ri

I think

t
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t;

t's good.

I'd like to

int out is,

that most programs as you hear us speaking about it, are basically
the same in the way we go about going through and advising people
on how to carry the things to collections, how we've gone about
the variance process, and so forth, and how we've advertised it.
I think the thing that I'd like to point out is why our program is
a little bit different in Orange County, and the factors of why
we've established it the way we have.
We had gone through and had done the toxic round-ups
like other people had, getting it on a one-day variance, such as
we've heard about before.

The two reasons why we didn't continue

on with that program on a one-day, moving around, and so forth:
we accumulated statistics and we found that our County has a lot
of waste.

We have a very large County, and when you're doing this

type of program on a regional basis, it's much different than
doing it on a city.
One of the things that we did realize is that we didn't
tap any place close to the population we would have liked to.

On

a regional basis, you usually tap about 0.6% of your population;
on a city basis, from looking at national statistics, it's about
one percent.

So, no matter how much advertising you do, it's

going to take a while before people become educated enough to know
that they can use it, and they know the option is available.
So, for that reason, when we looked at it, we couldn't
really identify ... We had large volumes of waste.

Every time we

had one of the round-ups, we established new national records, as
we went along.

So, we decided that instead of going through the

cumbersome process, since San Bernardino was having a problem with
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getting their TSDF through for two years, that we went with a
semi-permanent program.

we did that primarily to offer the

option, and to make it more accessible for the residents around
the area.
One of the problems that we had, too, was that we wanted
an on-going funding source.

Now, what we have established at our

landfills, is a 12-cent surcharge.

One of the things ... After I go

through and quickly run through this, you'll see that that is not
enough, and that's one of the issues I want to address about
funding, and having to do with the Eastin bill.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:
MS. SCHAFER:

Okay.
(Inaudible).

Per ton?

fee

t

have.

Basically, what we've done ... I ' l l t
quickly, and tell

haulers as

Like the tipping-- 12 cents on

they're bringing in through ...
top of the tippi

It's the solid waste

we

pr

ems (i

to go through it
i

e).

We did six

additional ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

We do want to

MS. SCHAFER:

pr

ar from you, so

don't ...
ern in

tti

this program

together ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

. .. Don't feel as if you have to ...

MS. SCHAFER:

(inaudible) ...

. . .i s

We did six additional ones in
"semi-permanent".
couldn't identify

We looked at "s
volumes.

t we consider a
rmanent", because we

We didn't want to go through the
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TSDF process.

What we did do is try and figure out the most

effective way that we could do this.

One of the things we came up

with was, basically, looking at taking our latex paint and
treating it and disposing of it ourselves, and then splitting out
the toxics that we collected, and putting it together like any
other program, except that what we specified in our contract with
our waste hauler is that we treat most of what we have come in.
We've cut down on landfill.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MS. SCHAFER:

How do you treat your waste?

The latex paint that (inaudible) about,

and this is where the variance process came in when we approached
the Department of Health Services with a little bit of a different
type situation than they had been approached with before.
to come up with a policy decision.

It had

So, what we suggested was that

we were going to take the latex paint, bring it to our landfills,
dry it out, and then dispose of it in our landfills, since most
latex paint does not have the same qualities as oil-based, and so
forth in the other toxics that we've had.

When we had thought

about this program we started, I guess it was in March this past
year, and we had gotten all the regulatory agencies together to

•

discuss and to see if it was a feasible program.
everyone said that it was.

At that time,

It was really up to the regional water

boards that govern our landfills, because we have county owned
landfills, to decide if this was going to be a good program.
Everybody gave their verbal approval and then of course, being
county and wanting to do things properly, we had to get everything
in writing.
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It took us 90 days for

De

rtment of Health

Services, Sacramento level to finally give us a written approval
on it, of variance, on being

le to do this.

said, they had verbally said that
coming on through.

Although, like I

approved it and it was

Our regional water boards gave us a turn

around of about 30 days and the South Coast Air Management Quality
Board gave us written approval

thin 60 days.

This caused a

delay in our program and we could not get anything started until
about August of this

st year.

Between August 1 and October 1 this year we did six
collections and basically breaking them apart so that we could
dispose of our own latex

int

then take the taxies then.

What we found is that one of the things that we have ... and I guess
everybody's waste strings va
you'd be working on.

according to different areas ... that

We found that our older areas is where we

have the most amount of taxies.
However, our paint that we bring in is in excess of 50%
of what the waste stream is
did with the other

t we do

coming in.

What we

lf of it as far as for taxies, is that we set

it up so that our waste hauler would
base paint, flammable aerosol cans,
introduced this as trying to

required to incinerate oil
stici

s, and so forth. We

a recycle program for waste, oil,

gasoline, anti-freeze and batteries.
was land disposal, when we cut

Last on our list of course

t back,

ite a bit in land

disposal.
To address the issue of dioxins, what we

el in Orange

County is that we're trying to provide the service and get this
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out of the waste, out of the landfills, from going down the sewers
and so forth.
could.

So, we try and accept it whenever we possibly

we figure dioxins were going to be the county's problem.

But what we found was that dioxins, although they'll be banned
from disposal, are not banned from sale or use.

The approach the

State Agricultural Commissioner ... and he is allowing our County
Agricultural Commissioner ... to take the dioxins which actually are
and to put it in layman's terms, WEED-BE-GONE contains dioxins.
That's what we have coming into our roundups right now.

We're

turning those back to him and he's finding a way to re-use them.
We're hoping that in time ... with the pesticides that we
have coming in ... because he does a type of recycled program on
kind of a low key thing ... is that any of the bulk pesticides that
we get in now ... that perhaps in time we can get it into a re-use
program rather than taking them and incinerating them or having to
land dispose them.

So, we're trying to find other avenues as far

as to address on that.
I'm trying to think.
other points.

I don't want to hit any of the

Like I said, a lot of the things that I'd be saying

will be the same thing in San Bernardino.

•

The same, you know as

far as advising people to unreasonable hair standard and so forth
and bringing it on in.

I think what I'd like to get to is the

problems, and maybe some ways that we could streamline the
variance process and so forth.
Like the city before, we had problems getting through
the variance and we had to be issued a variance from the
Department of Health Services to be able to treat the latex paint
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at the landfills.

We had a hard time with that because it took so

long and because it was unique no one really wanted to address the
issue.

So, I'd say that

t

far

be stre

ined.

However, when we did go for a variance that had been processed
before and that was for the toxics, we got very good turn around
time from the LA office which is the office that we went through.
One of the problems that I see, and I've been in the
program since when we started the collections before, is that at
first when we got into getting the variances they started becoming
a little bit more lenient in saying you could consolidate paints
and site and so forth.

Then, because of some abuses of the

variances and so forth, they became more stringent.

Now, we're

under more stringent standards as far as with our variance than we
would have been perhaps when we started the toxic problems back in

1985.
One of

things I think the Department of Health

Services should consider at this

int is if you have a program

that has an established track reco
the way we've run it as

r as on our toxic ground that's similar

to San Bernardino, we have a
We do monitoring to

... that has the experience and

lified coun

e sure

the latex paint and

t we can dif

oil

chemist staffing it.
rentiate between

paint and so forth, and if we

demonstrate that type of e

r ence

that type of track record

that they take a look at

variance and start making them a

little bit more lenient.
The other problem that
that anybody that has

i

I

see along

comi
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in knows

se lines too is
t people do not

bring in 5 gallons or 50 lbs.
risking liability.

If you turn them away, you're

You're defeating your purpose of trying to

bring the people in and getting it out of the landfills.

So,

obviously you have to make the decision on whether or not you're
going to accept it, and in most instances we decide to accept it.
Most of the time, it's paint.

I think that the issue should be

looked at and that the transporting law of 5 gallons or 50 lbs.
should be some way changed for household hazardous waste and
especially for paint.

People store more than 5 gallons of paint.

One of the things that we tell people is ... we tell people to
consolidate their paint at home ... the latex with the latex ... the
oil with the oil ... so they don't bring in all these different
little cans of paint.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Listen, let me tell you something.

It wasn't easy to pass that particular piece of legislation.
committee worked hard on it.

We, the author, was it Cathie Wright

or Lucy Killea ... Lucy Killea.
(laughter)

This

It isn't easy to pass like this.

It isn't easy to get exemptions and we have to be

cautious not to get too many exemptions.

I don't even think that

the Department should change the variances or ... I think they
should be consistent so you ...
MS. SCHAFER:

What I'm suggesting is what they do when

they issue the variances for the regions or entities that have
already established programs ... that they take a look at their
track record to make it more lenient.

That perhaps they even

could consolidate some paint on site or whatever, and that they
allow people to transport ... since they're allowed to transport a
-
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lot more as far as material when they're bringing paint home from
the store ... that they can transport that coming in to the
collection sites.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MS. SCHAFER:

It is true.

You know these people are doing it

actually illegally right now.

I

mean you know how many people

don't realize that they are not allowed to transport more than 5
gallons of paint and so ... and also, the other thing that we
started with our program is we included small generators.
Unfortunately, we don't have all of our statistics together but I
did see ... you do have something in writing as far as the
statistics on what we brought in so far.
generators come in.

We had very few small

We're taking a look at it.

What we're trying

to decide is whether or not they're ... some of them that did come
in didn't even realize they were small generators and that they
were under different rules and so forth, and we had staff there
that actually in

rmed them of the

es

t they should be

following if they brought in more than 5 gallons or 50 lbs.
way we

r ... it was so that they were given

the form

a form and told that

The

had to manifest it and that they would

have one of our department's -- our heal

care staff would be

going out there and making sure that they did it properly and
offering them assistance

cause we

be ... take an enforcement mentali

cided we didn't want to
on this.

We were trying to get

them to utilize the service.

But, it's unbeli

figures that we had come in.

We probably

e

less than 30 small

quantity generators and most of them were painters.
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th the

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MS. SCHAFER:

Really interesting ...

... It was kind of disheartening because we

did advertise it that way.

But, I think that that's going to be

the main point of getting this thing moving ... is to advertise a
little bit more and to educate small generators a little bit more.
Along those lines also with our program, what we realize is that
we have an educated county out there.
option.

We have to provide the

We need the money to be able to provide the option.

At

this point, our 12 cents at the landfills does not appear to be
enough to be able to do an annual program because we're almost
through the money that we've collected.
we started it as of January of this year ... to put it
into a trust fund so that we earmarked money and set it aside for
this program.

At this point, we know that we're going to be

doing ... we're offering it on a new open estate ... on a type of
basis where we have it for fall and spring type collections to
make it a little bit more accessible and still having it on
Saturdays so that working people can utilize the service ... and at
the times of the year when people would utilize it a little bit
more.

We're still gathering statistics so that we know where to

go from here with the plan for Orange County.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Yes, Mrs. La Follette.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

Could I ask you:

How much

has your program cost you to date?
MS. SCHAFER:

Okay.

We don't have all the statistics in

because the last one that we have is October 1.
for it ... the thing to get on through.
-
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It takes a while

But, as I have been

here ... we have about $265,000 that we've spent in disposal costs
for the past six that we've had within the past couple of months.
t's just disposal costs.

We

n't ac

ated all of our

advertising costs or looked at the staffing
we've accumulated at this point.

so forth that

We don't have anything to

compare that to ... because when we did the toxic collections
before ... all the time that we had before was donated time, staff
time.

We're now paying for any of the staff time we have out

there and that means paying

r the health care staff that's

staffing it, the hazmet teams that have to come out and so forth,
and the only people I

ink that ... as you say donate some

time ... is that we might have from Orange County sand district
because they're helping to hand out the questionnaires.
contribute to our program.

They also

They give a contribution.

The City of Irvine, which was one of the cities within
Orange Coun

that had done their own collections before ... has now

pulled it into our program and
staff time so

t the coun

and brings in

e from o

're

takes ... assumes
r

rts of

last one that we had in Irvine on Oc
Once we

t

all

able to c

t

'11

coun

t was the

r 1st.
r

11 definite

we're hoping
send you a

e to see ... because we want to be

re what we had from t

what we have now ... to see

generator roll

statistics

to do that within the next month ... we
report on it so

lping by donating some

toxic roundups before as to

differences as far as the costs with

what we're doing on treatment versus
disposal.
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t

we did

fore on

To sum up real quickly, I would like to hit the points
and just to get into it ... one of the things that we have as far as
recommendations, has to do with the Eastin bill, 2448.

Really

what we're looking for on that ... right now we have a problem
because we've been collecting the surcharge at the landfills and
because the 55 cents the Eastin bill will kick in as of January
1st of next year ... the decision has been made that they wouldn't
be collecting our surcharge to be able to fund the program.
Now, knowing that we're not going to be getting money
back until 1990, is going to be very difficult for us to have an
ongoing program because we're ready to plan right now ... starting
collections again in January.

One of the things that we've

outlined here that we have as a recommendation, is that perhaps
... when they're putting the guidelines together ... that rather than
taking the money from the counties that have an established
program ... that instead they leave the money within the
county ... and I think it comes to about 11 cents a ton which
obviously is not going to be enough for our program.

What we're

looking at right now is figuring that we have about, a program
that costs about, 22 cents a ton to be able to go on an ongoing
basis.

As you see, we're not hitting but maybe, I mean, a real

fraction of the population.

So, that's one of the comments we

have.
The other one again has to do with what I've pointed out
before, and that's putting together variance that would be less
restrictive allowing us a little bit more flexibility.
thing that we do have right now with our program is that
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The one

we ... because we're considered semi-permanent sites and we set up
the conditions in the way that the Department of Health Services
s specified in the past and that we know we should be doing ... we
have a year variance on the semi-permanent sites.

So we're

returning to the same sites but we still run them as toxic
roundups.

So we're on and off site within that day.

Those are

the important things .. I think all the time is the funding and
then again to help out

th an

ing program to make the

variances a little bit more lenient
something that has to

to try and change

th paint because that's our biggest

problem.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
of a gap there with
MS. SCHAFER:
not.

So, there is going to be some kind

r funding.
Well, we're worried about that.

We hope

We're hoping we're going to be able to resolve that.

We're

going to be presenting it to our waste commission as far as the
results of

is so that they can see

t we do need to still

continue on and that they realize we wouldn't be able to tap into
any money at all until 1990.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
you very much Ms.

s

MS. SCHAFER:

Yeah.

Any questions members?

Thank

r.
I would like to make one other comment

because I would like to intr

e Karen Peters.

unfortunately, I will be leaving the program.

Fortunately or
If you have any

additional comments or anything else, Karen Peters is from Orange
County Fire Hazardous Materials Program and you can direct any of
your comments or questions to Karen.
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CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MS. SCHAFER:

Thank you.

Thank you.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
oh no.

All right.

Thank you very much.

Steve Adams,

I missed, Kieran Bergin, Division Engineer from Los

Angeles County Sanitation District.
MR. KIERAN BERGIN:
(inaudible)

Hi.

Good morning, good afternoon.

I have put most of my comments in writing.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Good and you've been here many times

so I know that you can summarize for us.
MR. BERGIN:

I'm sure it's the first.

So that the

answers are key to the questions on the letter you sent me ... just
to hit the highlights ... our program is in the throws of startup.
We had our first one on August 28th at our Calabasis landfill near
Thousand Oaks.

We had our third one just last week and we have

two more to go, one in Southgate and one in Pomona.

It was

started up by our Board of Directors upon a suggestion by the
County Board of Supervisors and our board authorized us to spend
up to $400,000 on this program, basically, a pilot program.

They

didn't want to spend the amount of money that they felt would be
needed to do a full scale program such as Orange County is doing.

•

We gave them those estimates and they just said no.
us, get your feet wet.

Learn how to do these things.

So they told
Talk to us

next year about fees on the landfills as well as money coming from
AB 2448.
In getting it started up, we found the biggest single
problem we had was where does the liability come from and where
does it reside.

Our county risk management people told us ... They
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said:

"You can't do this."
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

L.A. County is so hung up on

liability.
MR. BERGIN:

We did not invite them to anymore meetings.

That's how we resolved that.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. BERGIN:
wanted this done.

There you go.

(laughter)

It was obvious the Board of Supervisors

we said:

"Thank you for your input."

went off the cc list. (laughter)

They

Another factor that influenced

us, and we are a special district running landfills and waste
water operations ... is that we are a very logical repository for
this stuff if it's not managed well.

We run sewers for four

million people, landfills for 22,000 tons of trash a day.
to be realistic.

We have

It's going to come to us if there's no more

programs.
A second question on liability that I
that the committee take a look at is:

recommend here

"How does the liability

reside if a householder has an accident on the way to a roundup?"
We don't know how a ju

would react to that and we are concerned,

especially if there is hazardous materials in their car as a
result of our
not be liable but

rtisi

Our c

're not

council thinks that we may

lling to bet their mortgages on

it.
In terms of getting the programs moving, we try to
expedite it by using our own sites.
to use our own landfills
With regard to

We di

that work

't have to ask anybody

quite well.

r question *3 in terms of the State
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Health Department, we found the variance process worked very well
and was handled well by the Los Angeles office of the toxics
division.

We hired contractors in most cases to take care of the

variance and operation plan.
through.

Once they got it in, it sailed

We were very pleased with the LA office.

They did a

good job there.
In terms of publicity, we targeted them to specific
regions of the county.
done there.

I've listed most of the things that we've

I don't think I've left anything out.

The only thing

that we did unusual in operations was that when we had people come
into the site, we segregated them into oil only lines and regular
waste.

We had those oil wastes bulked and put into a vacuum truck

during the day and just recycled by the end of the day.

So, we

had no oil leaving the site in drums and that worked very well at
the first three.
Restricted waste, we dealt with the paint issue a little
differently than most.
paints.

For this program, we decided not to take

This has been a bone of contention because it turned out

that the paints were the things that people ask us for most.

•

I

don't think I have specific suggestions but I do think it needs a
lot of thought at the state level as to how we're going to handle
paints.

If you want to bulk paints at these sites, you need a

permit from state health.
(laughter)

Well, I could do that in my garage.

I don't need a permit from state health there.

I

think if you have people with the proper respiratory equipment, at
least bulking paints into large containers probably should not
require that level of regulation.
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We get a tremendous, odd variety of questions from the
public.

People ask:

example."
pool?

"What can I do with pool chemicals for

I usually

Yes.

a good answer for that:

Put it in them."

the other day.

"Do you have a

I got a question from some fellow

He has alcohol nitro methan fuel in his parents

garage and for some reason they wanted him to get it out.

I don't

know what to tell him.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
What do we tell them?

But, that's the problem you see.

If the pool is no longer there or if they

move and they still have this chemical, we have to be able to find
a way for that to be disposed of safely.
MR. BERGIN:

I'd like to echo the comments that Sandy

Schafer made about the 5 gallon, 50 lb. limitation.

From the

standpoint of the people coming in, it's impractical to enforce
it.

We've had people coming in with as much as 150 gallons of oil

at one time.

How

is gentleman got that much, I don't know.

Fortunately, we were able to recycle it and send him on his way.
If that law were strict
entire j

enforced, I

icial process in
Financing small

call

sometimes in

running household

ti

that.

i

raters, or squeegees as we

siness, we

One, how would we finance it?
law that gives us ex

state

ink you could tie up the

two major comments.

Sec

is a

tion from state

r

zardous waste programs

take waste from non-commercial sources.
some amendment so that if we were goi
taking it from the schools ... small
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rtion of state
li

ility for

t only allows us to

We would probably want
to go into the business of
tity

nerators or

commercial businesses as well and I've sited those specific
sections.
Just some unusual things we've done with our program.
We've run one satellite program with an individual city where the
city held its own program the day before and then they brought the
waste to our main program the next day.

That was done with Duarte

and it worked quite well although they got very little turn out of
Duarte.
A second thing that we plan to do is take pesticides
that the County Agricultural Commissioner has been collecting for
some time.

We'll just merge them into the wastes from one of our

programs and get them off their hands.
I have no further specific comments but I would
entertain any questions to you.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Ms. La Follette.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

I do have a question.

Under

your bill ... we've talked a lot about the lack of funds, but,
doesn't under your bill ... aren't cities authorized and which one
was that ... that was the one that was signed ... 1809 was that?
Yes. 1809 ... AB 1809.

Doesn't it authorize cities and counties to

increase solid waste collection fees?
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:

Sure.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

So, why don't cities and

counties who are lamenting the fact that they don't have enough
money ... taking this upon themselves to use this bill to be able to
increase the collection fees.
MR. BERGIN:

To date, I can't speak for individual
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city councils, but to date our Boards of Directors have not been
willing to increase the fees on the landfills to accommodate these
programs.

They were in unusual situations when they faced large

increases in the sewer surcharges.

I think 44% in one year, and

they were reluctant to raise the fees throughout the system on the
landfill side as well.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

But actually ...

Jack Michaels ...

ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

... cities and counties are

able to do this if they want to take that political bite and face
the fact that they're going to be increasing fees so they can do
that.

It isn't just necessarily a matter of the state increasing

the funding.
MR. JACK MICHAEL:

Madam Chairman and Ms.

La Follette, I'm Jack Michael representing Los Angeles County
Board of Supervisors.

I think in the reference you make to

AB 1809, there is provision for fees only in the case where there
is a contract between a city and a hauler.
Angeles County

t

unincor

ra

contracts for collection of waste.
that contract

r

Now, under

coun

re is no service

s the individual cities

But, in the

at least, we have no mechanism

Eastin bill, because of that problem,

we included provisions so
at the l

So,

sehold hazardous waste.

unincorporated area of our coun

a surchar

area,

ir waste collection through 1809 can provide

additional fees for

to do that.

In the case of Los

fills.

t counties can place a tipping fee or
But, a

in, in the case of our

that can only occur if the cities within which a landfill
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is located, concur in the fee.

So, it's a little bit complicated

and it's not simply as easy as saying that the authority is there.
Again, yes, some of that issue is the political problem locally of
increasing fees and some cities aren't willing to do that at this
point.
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Prop. 13 (inaudible)
Ms. Eastin.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:

Well, you know, I mean the

chickens are going to come home to roost if we look at the East
coast where the fees are ten-fold what they are in California.
Better to do it now and keep that stuff out of the
landfills ... seems to me.

But, we even have a situation, isn't it

LA, the City of Los Angeles, doesn't charge a pickup fee, a
household pickup fee?
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:

Correct.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:

This is astounding to me.
That's out of a general fund

(inaudible).
MR. MICHAEL:

For residential waste in the City of Los

Angeles, that's just a general fund finance mechanism.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
(laughter)
much.

Yeah.

And, they send it to my district.

Anymore questions.

Thank you.

Thank you very

Steve Adams, Assistant to the City Manager of the City of

Glendale.

See, these hearings are so interesting and that's why

it takes longer than what we planned.
MR. STEVE ADAMS:

I found it very interesting, too,

to hear what the other people are doing.
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just

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. ADAMS:
to you today.

Go ahead.

Thank you very much for allowing me to speak

I'm here primari

to tell you a little bit about
endale in terms of

what we're doing on the local level in
managing household toxic waste.

Some of our observations

regarding this issue ... we would also like to compliment and thank
you for becoming so active on this issue.

We feel that the

legislation is excellent in terms of being directed at future
needs in dealing with the household toxic waste problem.

Your

involvement is really essential in solving these problems.
However, in ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
won't you ... your statement?

I would ask ... you will summarize
You're not going to read the entire

statement are you?
MR. ADAMS:

... Yeah, I'll summarize.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. ADAMS:

However in discussing what we're doing, we

also like to emphasize
a large degree in
success
In

1.

t we feel local control is necessary to

se

rams in or
anni

ter

ition to

Okay.

ral

had two special concerns in

r

, we

for them to be
our program last year.

s of

ld toxic waste, we

endale.

We have our own landfill

za

which we cleared some level of ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. ADAMS:

... Ye

City owned?
City owned landfill which we

feared some level of contamination
disposed there.

to the products being

We also have our own refuse collection service.
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In the past, we've experienced several accidents due to
our sanitation workers coming into contact with hazardous waste.
Our program has two distinct components which we see as equally
important:

public education program and household toxic cleanup

day.
Our public education program has been directed at trying
to educate our residents in the dangers of improper disposal of
hazardous waste. What products are hazardous?

Trying to encourage

them to use alternative products when possible and also promoting
our household toxic waste cleanup day.
Probably, what we're most proud of is that this has been
a real grass-roots effort.

We prepared some of the informational

materials that I passed out to you.

They were made available in

all businesses that sell these types of products; distributed by
homeowners associations; handed to library patrons; made available
at all city public counters; distributed at civic events; passed
out in supermarkets; distributed to residents at neighborhood
watch meetings and the fliers were inserted in the local
newspapers.

We also had personnel from our fire department and

volunteers from the League of Women Voters that have done several
presentations to various organizations throughout the city; placed
articles in our newsletter and several in the newspaper; and also
aired public education programs on our cable television, local
cable television channel.
The second phase of our program has been the household
toxic waste cleanup day.
24th.

Our first was held last year on october

We since then have been planning for our second day which
-
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is taking place this Saturday, October 22nd.
year's program was extremely successful.

We felt that last

It was just limited to

Glendale residents and we had a total of 548 automobiles travel
through the collection site and dispose of their waste.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. ADAMS:

That was a real success for you.

Yeah.

I think we really attributed it to

the expansive effort we put in the public education.

We

contracted with a private firm to receive, dispose of and package
the waste.

We worked very closely with them to establish and

include in the contract requirements to consolidate and recycle as
much waste as possible, in order to reduce the amounts going into
a landfill.

In addition to general good environmental management,

we also felt that it reduced our liabilities and our costs.
However, speaking of some of the problems with the variances we
have, we're still going to be consolidating our waste during this
next site, but we have not been allowed to consolidate it on-site,
which reduced some of the cost last year.
The total cost of last year's program was approximately
$65,000.

Over $57,000 of

went to finance the collection day.

i

About $6,500 went into developi
remaining $1,000 was
entire program wi

r

our re

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. ADAMS:

rtisi

ational materials.
costs.

We financed our

se collection fees.
Do

ncrease

We increased them

is

r

fees?

ar, although the

household ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. ADAMS:

The

. .. I meant, for this purpose ...

. . Yes, this was a part of the increase.
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We're also incorporating a recycling of our normal recycling
program that we're initiating, "Curbside Recycling".

That was

another big portion of the increase.
With regard to our future plans, we have begun
discussions with our two neighboring cities, in hopes of
developing a regional collection site that will be open to receive
waste, one day a week.

We're also talking about including some

categories of small-quantity generators' waste at that site.
In terms of our needs, the costs, of course, seem to be
the most limiting factor.

So, we're very interested in the grants

program, and think that will have a significant impact on this
issue.
To briefly share a few of our observations ... First of
all, as you can see, we are already very dedicated to this
program.

We, however, would like to see more jurisdictions get

involved, since, among other reasons, since other areas utilize
our landfill.

That's one of the reasons that we're so excited to

see the state establishing these programs.
In discussing the program with other individuals and
jurisdictions in our area, liability does seem to be the primary
limiting factor for them.

Our philosophy on liability is that to

do nothing is going to create for us more liability than to offer
the program ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. ADAMS:

. .. Absolutely ...

... Unfortunately, a lot of the other

jurisdictions don't share that philosophy, so any strides that the
state could make in assistance in that area, we think would have a
- 113 -

major impact on creating more local programs.
Secondly, the majority of our household toxic waste that
we deal with includes paints and motor oil and we would,
therefore, be very supportive of any efforts at creating recycling
opportunities for these products, as long as the costs were
distributed fairly, which we feel should be aimed at the consumer,
in some manner.
Thirdly, as I said, we financed our program from refuse
collection fees, because we viewed it as a function of refuse
collection, plus we saw that operation as one of the major
benefactors of the program.

Therefore, I would think, in

jurisdictions that have private refuse collection, we would see
them as major benefactors also, and would like to see them become
more involved in sharing the costs of these programs.

As our

first speaker spoke today, that's taking place in many areas, but
we would hope that it would be encouraged in more of the
communities.
That concludes my comments.
again for the opportunity to be

re ...

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. ADAMS:

you ve

... I would

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

I would like to thank you

much.

Questions?

happy to answer any questions.

Thank you ve

much.

MR. ADAMS:
ASSEMBLYWOMAN LA FOLLETTE:

I have to make a comment.

As one of those Members who represents a

rt of Los Angeles

County, the more I read this report, and the more I think about
the report that was given us, the more disturbed I am by what I
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CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MS. MEIORIN:
t

ir

That's really too bad.

In fact, when we did our program, we were

ing to prepare a list of gas stations that we could give to
e,

list

most of the gas stations asked not to be put on the
said, "We'll take oil from our accepted customers, but
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could operate a permanent program, no matter

much they want
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ich is one of

A good example is the City of Palo Alto,
first cities to do it.

a year, which is a lot.

They do it

r times

But, they draw the line; they just won't

set up a permanent program, because of the cost and liability
involved.

So, really, all of them are aski

for the counties to

come and give them assistance to set up a permanent program.
As part of the Tanner Planni
with various counties.

Process, we've talked

They have varying stages of enthusiasm at

setting up permanent household hazardous waste collection sites,
because they're looking at a lot of other priorities for haza
waste planning in the County.

So, it's some
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t's
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difficult.
We've found that not all cities were able to
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es, which aren't related to solid

counties in the Bay Area, we found, have general
en less effective than the cities in doing any type of fee- or
tax-1

ing for funding these programs.

ir own programs.

(Inaudible) have done

So, we're really looking at some

ing that

will help us to fund a permanent program on a long-term basis.
To this end, ABAG and the League of Women Voters will
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I think the public should be aware, also, that they are
breaking the law if th
throwing it away.

So,

're just putting it down the drain, or
encourage people to bri

t

sed of properly.

waste in to be di

ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:
that we don't

their

The

"flip side" of that, too, is

what I call, "the avoided cost analysis".

we

don't talk about the cost of ... It's not a contaminated site; in
the Bay Area, it's the water we drink -- we drink ground water in
the Bay Area.

So, when Chairwoman Tanner talks about a

contaminated site 1 what she's really talking about is the water we
take from the tap.
Beyond that, a lot of the pollution in the San Francisco
Bay, as you well know, Emy, comes from things like that motor oil
t some guy goes out and tosses down the storm drain.

Evergreen

Oil, which is in Newark, makes it a point to close off its outlets
to the storm drains during rains, so no one can come and blame
them for all the oil that winds up down in the outlet near their
firm.

It's phenomenal, if you've ever seen it; it's disgusting.
It is, I'm sure, expensive, but we've got to find a way

to make that money available to pay the cost of cleaning it up.
It's "Pay me now, or pay me later."

Either we pay to keep it out

of the water, or we wind up with these IBMs ... I don't know if
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CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
hazardous waste
going to have to fi

... If it is going to be designated a

the Department of Health Services, then they're
re out what we're

i

to do with all that

paint
MS. MEIORIN:

Well, they are looking at it more from the

technical standpoint, as opposed to the economic standpoint.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

Yes.

I mean, technically, what are

we going to do with all that paint, then ... ?
MS. MEIORIN:

(LAUGHTER) .. .

... Just re-name it ... (LAUGHTER) .. .

In the preparation of the regional hazardous waste
plans, and the county hazardous waste plans in the Bay Area, ABAG
and some of the counties identified some things that they thought
were worthwhile looking into, which would be working with industry
assistance for developing private grants or (inaudible) services,
to defray some of the disposal costs.
The other
looking into, was some

ing that ABAG and the coun

has recommended

rm of an option for doing a

zardous

waste product tax, specifically targeted at products that could be
purchased that could later become a hazardous waste, and would
require some sort of disposal ...

•

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

... We can't even get a bill passed

regarding labels that have warnings.
MS. MEIORIN:

We've tried and tried.

That doesn't mean that we should stop,

though.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

We'll never stop.

We'll never stop.

UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:

(Inaudible) ... (LAUGHTER) ...

MS. MEIORIN:

But, the point was, to continue to

Okay.
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le

i

was

that people weren't doing the proper disposal methods.

To a tee,

they all said, "It costs too much" -- or, at least, from their
perception, it cost a lot.
drum.

They're looking at $400 to $600 per

For them, this was ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MS. MEIORIN:

... so, what are they doing?

Most of it goes in the garbage.

You're

looking at illegal disposal.
A lot of them were unfamiliar with the regulations or
the proper procedures; they were stymied by thinking that they
would have to apply for permits.

They were unaware that they

really had that much hazardous waste that they were generating;
they didn't really think of metal filings in sawdust as being a
hazardous waste.

They didn't think of the oil drippings as being

a hazardous waste.
The last item was, boy this was, just a real low
priority with us.

It seemed to be pretty much proportional to the

level of enforcement for inspection.

The bottom line was that

small generators frequently appeared in our collection programs.
Most of them were bringing paint and paint products.

A few of the

painters came in and they recognized that this was a problem.
They said we would really love to come in and work in some sort of
task force with you or get this going, because I'm a painter

I

know 50 other painters out there who are doing much less
responsible things than I am.

We're talking about, if 60% of the

household bring in paint and they've brought in 10,000 cans of
paint.

That's probably small, compared to the amount that small

businesses of painters are doing every day and every week and
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Wor d Series ticket

I'm currently working for Chemical Waste Management in
the Environmental Remedial Action which is the group within the
company that handles household hazardous waste programs, technical
services and environmental services.

I'm here also representing

Waste Management, Inc. which is the solid waste branch of our
company that handles solid waste management and is very active
here in California as some of you may know.
My comments are on five topics that we've heard today.
I'd like to just briefly augment those and that's in terms of the
growth of these programs, in terms of the permitting that's
necessary, the small quantity generator problem, education and
lastly paint which seems to be consistently commented upon.
The growth is phenomenal.

We have done 30 programs in

the last year or two here in the State of California.

Unlike the

other speakers who have been isolated to a certain city or region,
we have done them all across the State of California.

We

primarily have done the episodic type of roundups but we're seeing
repeats of those in the same communities.

Because they've been so

successful, they've asked us to come back on an annual basis or
semi-annual basis.

•

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. ZORN:

How do we work with the community?

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. ZORN:

How do you work with the community?

Yeah.

We actually end up at least in the initial

roundup as being an advisor, because we do have so much experience
we help them through the variance procedures.
the information of public education.
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In fact,

ollectively
t said

we were offering to communities across California ... we will offer
the hazardous waste management household program in conjunction
with that.

It will be automatic if they want to elect to take us

up on our offer then fine.

Othe

se, we will probably pursue it

even separately with Chemical Waste Management as an episodic
program even if they don't want to roll it into an overall waste
management program for that city or county.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

So, you are making those programs

available.
MR. ZORN:

Right.

So, if there has not been a lot of

interest at this point with the Department of Health Services on
those types of permits, I think just because of our very own
policy, we will see an increase of those types of applications in
the future.

We're seeing a great deal of cooperation between

cities and counties simply because of the funding issue;
especially, the smaller cities that cannot fund these programs.
They are very expensive, and they're really looking to
collectively do that and maybe have one location within the
geographic region to do that.

Small quantity generators, we do

see small quantity generators show up at the programs.
course have to turn them away.

We of

But because our company offers

hazardous waste management services to companies of all sizes, we
can give them a contact to follow through.

So, hopefully they

don't end up doing something inappropriate.
The other small quantity generator that hasn't been
mentioned today and it's been a problem especially in the smaller
communities are schools.

Junior highs and high schools that have
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It really comes down to coordination and strategy

provided at whatever level:

city level, county level.

We've seen

that some counties will actually declare a particular week as
"Household Hazardous waste Week" or month in conjunction with the
roundup program.
we will have a media day where we'll actually
demonstrate what could happen if certain types of chemicals came
together in your garage or your house and how dangerous it can be,
which of course gets a lot of attention.
We have a speaker's bureau where county supervisors or
city council people will go around to Kiwanis and rotary alliance
clubs and speak about the problem.

We get participation, not just

by the private entity chemical waste management, but all the way
up through the public officials that are sponsoring the event.

It

becomes more of a unified effort.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

There are just a lot of people that

we don't reach with those programs.
MR. ZORN:

That I think we're particularly qualified for

and do a lot with that up front type work to make sure the event
is successful, not just provide the lab packing and the

•

transportation and disposal and recycling of the material, that
actually make sure its successful by starting well in advance of
the program.
And, paint lastly ... as I said 60% of what we receive is
paint, it is a big problem.

If there was some way that paint

could be reused by people of limited financial means to fix up
their homes or do some refurbishing.
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However, there is a great

deal of the paint that is not recyclable, reusable, because it is
dried.

Just think about reducing 60% of that by half.

for these programs could be reduced substantially.

The cost

Right now,

most of it is going through disposal as opposed to recycling.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. ZORN:

Okay.

We have also been involved with the

California Environmental Trust in a two year series of meetings
and workshops about these problems and obstacles that you're
addressing.

In fact there is a workshop on Friday of this week in

Whittier ...
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

We have someone from the California

Environmental Trust going to speak.
MR. ZORN:

I would like to offer Chemical Waste

Management and Waste Management because of all the programs that
we've conducted as a source of information.

If you have any

detailed questions that you would like to pose to us at anytime in
the future, please feel free to involve us.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

All right.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:

Thank you, Ms. Eastin.

Just one quick question, because

Chem waste and your parent company are also national companies, do
you have any insights to offer us in terms of what other states
are doing to ... ?
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

That's not a quick question.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:
MR. ZORN:

Well, you know I ...

Actually, it is.

The events that we have

done here in California represent the concentration of events that
we have done nationally.

It's amazing.
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The other regions that

have, that offer, the same type of service look to the California
group as being the experts because we have done so many more than
they have.

There's not the intense activity as there is in

California and other states.

I just have not seen it.

In fact

they don't really look at it as a big part of their business, as
we do.

we have a dedicated staff now that does nothing but

household programs.

In fact, we are booked every weekend from now

until the holidays and we wish we could probably do multiple
events on weekends.
events.

Right now, we only have staff to do single

There is one coming up in West Sacramento this weekend.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

I would think a state like Louisiana

would be certainly concerned.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:
yeah.

Well, they probably should be,

Maybe brain damage has set in already.

I guess in the long

term we'd really be interested in if you do discover that there
are some insights that you could offer us as to why, for example,
paint is being recycled in some states more than in California.
Given specific product solutions and maybe today is not the day,
but it's something I know you all helped me last year with a
procurement bill to get the state more in the business of creating
markets, which unfortunately our Governor didn't support.

But,

nonetheless, and all the more, it seems to me that with some other
approaches like that you all might have some insights too.

Let's

keep trying to find a way to create those markets.
MR. ZORN:

I'd be happy to provide any information we

can.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN EASTIN:

Thank you.
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t

a

ar ago,

aske

jointly by Waste Management and the Sierra Club, California, two
groups not traditionally known for working together, to help them
explore what the barriers are to effective disposal of household
hazardous waste programs.

To identify the problem areas which

have prevented successful programs, and to try and see what we can
do to help these and other groups work towards solutions.
we have hosted a number of workshops over the past year
and have identified a number of problems, all of which, have been
addressed to you this morning, and I'm sure you're all very
familiar with.
The key, where are liability issues, what to do with
dioxins and other special wastes, lack of public awareness,
possible changes in the law, funding programs.
This is especially timely for me to speak to you today,
because we are hosting a conference in Whittier, and I've given
you a copy of the brochure, on Friday, which will address these
issues.

We are very honored to have your committee member Delaine

Eastin as our luncheon speaker, and we've appreciated the work
that Dorothy Rice has done.

we will have panels on liability and

indemnification on funding programs, and on current and proposed

•

legislation and possible suggestions for new legislation .
Some of the co-sponsors for this event include, The
County Supervisors Association of California, the League of
California Cities, the League of women Voters of California, the
Local Government Commission, the Planning and Conservation League,
the San Bernardino County Department of Environmental Health
Services, Sierra Club/California, Southern California Hazardous
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r

requires certain advertisements to disclose more information to
consumers.

There are several areas of advertisements that are

affected, household toxic products, nursing homes, medigap
insurance, initiative advertisements.
Each advertisement must disclose a California and State
agency toll free number.

For example, nursing homes would have to

disclose the State Ombudsman toll free number, medigap insurance
ads would have to disclose the Department of Insurance toll free
number, household toxic products would have to disclose the
Department of Health Services Waste Alert Hotline, and that's
1-800-25-toxic.
So, now I'll focus on the household toxic product area.
It was included in our initiative because several members of our
coalition, Californians Against Waste, Consumer Action, Americans
for Nonsmokers Rights and several others had been following AB
1809 and AB 2290.

And particularly, in AB 2290, we found that the

manufacturers of household toxic products effectively lobbied to
kill the bill in Conference Committee earlier this year.

Our

coalition felt that labeling or at least some kind of warning to
consumers regarding the disposal of these products was necessary.
And we figured it's much harder to kill an initiative or at least
much more expensive, so that's why we included it in Prop 105.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
expensive.

I wonder if it's much more

But go ahead.
MR. SCANNELL:

Excuse me, I'm sorry.

CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:
MR. SCANNELL:

No go ahead.

Okay, sorry.
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know, if not you can feel free to use any of the information or
advise, and I'd be happy to give you any advice if I could.

But

businesses don't have to label every product, which, of course,
they said was very expensive.

But what they must do is publicize

this existing toll free number.

And as you see, the maps I gave

you we have this toll free number which is under-utilized.

I

talked to the woman on the phone and she says she receives two to
three phone calls a day.

I think what it's suppose to be used for

is for people that are dumping stuff in gutters, and you see that
happening, and then you call and say I just saw someone dumping
stuff.

But they also operate as a referral toll-free service, and

then they send you to one of four regions, wherever you're calling
from.

North Coast, Northern Region, Fresno Region, or the

Southern California Region.
These regional offices, ran by the DHS, can provide
consumers with much more information about disposal or about pick
up services in their area, particularly, as these pick up services
progress.
And in closing, I think, it's a very fair compromise
between businesses and consumers.

•

It's far less expensive and

much more flexible from a business perspective.

Yet, it satisfies

the disposal needs by publicizing this toll free phone number.
Thank you.
CHAIRWOMAN TANNER:

That's good, but you see even on

this initiative you had to compromise, you really had to give up
the meat of the idea.

It seems to me, finally, we're going to

have to do that, and you know,

really take hold.
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very much for being here.

I hope you enjoyed the hearing and I

hope you learned something, I certainly have.

•
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Thank you .

